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ABSTRACT 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine our conceptual understanding of human             

genetics and living material as is reflected in modern case law. I argue that our               

relationship to both the natural world and our genetics is improperly construed legally             

and ethically by the continued practices of archaic patent law. On June 16th, 1980, the               

Supreme Court ruled that a living microorganism was patentable subject matter under            

patent laws enacted by Congress 28 years prior. Currently, biomedical scientists hold as             

patentable subject matter other living organisms and cell lines from mammals. This            

extension of patent law's scope to include biological material generally fails to consider             

the moral status of genes specifically.  

I begin by providing a brief overview of patent law with a recent history of the                

patenting of living material, continuing from the decision that living microorganisms are            

patentable to examine our moral sentiments regarding the practice of gene patenting. I             

continue by identifying as problematic our conceptual understandings of "property" in           

moral discourse of gene patenting to offer an analysis of the functions of policy and its                

intersections with our public morality. The purpose of moral discourse from this            

perspective becomes socially relevant and valuable rather than merely an exercise in            

academia. 
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INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 

 
A host of ethical concerns accompanies the advancement of biotechnology as both a             

discipline and industry, especially concerning property rights, their functions, and          

economic consequences of their establishment. It is no longer the case that gene and life               

technologies are marketed by and toward research scientists—instead, biological         

products are increasingly made and sold by and for large-scale industries—and in my             

estimation biotechnology is confronting now similar problems that other disciplines have           

historically faced in the wake of rapid economic expansion and industrialization. 

Patent law serves to address these issues of property, particularly in balancing public             

access with the goal of promoting innovation. This latter purpose takes the form of              

economic protections in the same vein as established periods of market exclusivity to             

allow producers of new technologies the chance to recoup potentially costly research and             

design expenses, warranted if inventions are new, innovative, and provide some           

commercial utility. Discoveries and therapeutic procedures, on the other hand, are           

generally not considered patentable subject matter, a claim iterating the potential           

irreconcilability between modern biotechnology and current patent laws that provide          

property protections. For example, are living technologies considered invented or          

discovered? These traditional patenting practices may not be suitable for justifying an            

exertion of ownership over living things, particularly because of their potential to            

influence our perceived relationship to the natural world.  
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Even further, economic concerns relating to human interests in nature may very well             

be considered in moral terms in that these traditional forms of property management             

have the potential to restrain biotechnological advancement in the interest of capital            

accumulation and sustained industrial market power, in the process posing threats to            

biological diversity, sustainable initiatives, and global justice. Relating to concentrations          

of economic power in the global agriculture industry, patents on genetically modified            

crops may hasten the corporate domination of global agriculture by increasingly           

industrialized Western societies, impairing the economic viability of agricultural markets          

in developing nations. In the context of health care provision, the potential for monopoly              

profits resulting from the exertion of intellectual property rights becomes morally           

significant when it involves limiting access to treatment procedures, especially since           

most advances in therapeutic genetics and molecular biology research as of late occur in              

the West. 

That private firms such as Myriad Genetics are rushing for patents on portions of the               

human genome further emphasizes the inextricability of economic interests from          

modern genetic research. Ethically, the possibility that an individual or corporations may            

have a patent claim to exclude others from utilizing part or parts of the human genome is                 

discomforting, and Moore vs. Regents of the University of California (51 Cal.3d 120)              

underscores this exclusionary feature of property rights established by patent law           

extending past merely involving our genes. While it is more than likely that these              

problems extend past the responsibilities of property management, my purpose in           

discussing property protection as it applies to living biotechnologies is to show that our              

public conception of morality is identifiable in case law—that public legal proceedings            

afford us the opportunity to juxtapose our legislation with our moral beliefs, and further 
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that these systems can be altered if they appear discordant. These claims will be further               

fleshed out in subsequent sections. This section provides introductory material to that            

end, including a summary of the argument I make in this project and its contents. 

The industrialization of biotechnology prompts the need for a critical reflection on            

the moral permissibility for human societies to be capable of issuing patents in or              

exerting ownership over genes and other organisms. In this project, I argue that property              

as a paradigm is an inadequate way to consider genetic material, specifically because it              

misconstrues the relationship between a being and their genes. I contend that rhetoric             

and policy emphasizing the paradigm of privacy more appropriately conveys the unique            

character of that relationship. My argument proceeds as follows. 

In the first chapter, I provide an overview of patent law, especially as it pertains to                

the patenting of genetic material. Specifically, I describe an ideological shift that has             

occurred in case law, from governing genetic material to governing the information            

encoded by that material. Next, I consider competing legal definitions of what constitutes             

a gene. I conclude by describing how the adoption of one definition over another has               

affected case law concerning the patenting of genes and genetic material. 

Evaluating modern practices of patenting genetic material requires an examination          

of how we define "property," however. For that reason, the second chapter provides an              

overview of various ways in which "property" has been defined (in both a "legal" sense               

and a "lay" sense). In particular, I consider the ways in which patent claims establish               

property rights. I argue that in either case—whether property is understood in a legal or a                

lay sense—there is a misapplication of property rights to genetic material. That is, the              

legal and lay theories that are typically cited in justifying property claims do not apply in                

appropriate ways to genetic material. 
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In the third chapter, I expand upon this claim and argue that the application of               

property rights to genetic material faces problems even more generally. In other words,             

the ways of defining property discussed in the second chapter mischaracterize the            

relationship between a being and its genes in that a being and its genes are not separable                 

in a way consistent with considering genes property in either the legal or lay sense. To                

unpack this claim, I spend much of this chapter examining various ways of             

understanding the relation between a being and its genes to explain the ideological shift              

in patent law proposed in the first chapter: from a focus on genetic material itself to a                 

focus on the information encoded within genetic material. This shift allows for the             

commodification of genetic material, distorting the relationship between a being and its            

genes. Our genetic information is intimately connected to who we are, not property be              

owned. I conclude that privacy rather than the paradigm of property seems to better              

explain these intuitions while proposing a relevant link between these two paradigms. 

I conclude this project in the fourth chapter by arguing that, while privacy more              

accurately conveys the relationship that we have to our genetic material, we need not              

exclusively rely on either privacy or property to preserve the moral value of the              

relationship between a being and their genes. Further, I draw from the interests             

preserved by citing these paradigms in moral discourse to carve out space for allowing              

genetic information to be protected under the law. There are ways of allowing property              

claims to extend to genetic information that—contra the legal and lay definitions of             

property discussed in the previous chapters—do not inappropriately construe the          

relationship between a being and its genes. Doing so, I argue, requires that we              

acknowledge the interplay between our policy and moral discourse.  
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I 

In this chapter, I provide an overview of patent law, particularly as it pertains to               

genetic material. I start with an overview of what has traditionally and historically been              

considered patentable material. Next, I discuss how the prevailing standards of           

patentability have been applied to living material, such as nonnaturally occurring living            

material and genetic material. If patentability is extended to genes, however, we will             

need to understand what a gene is and how genes relate to the categories of living                

material listed here. For that reason, in the second half of this chapter, I review the                

conceptual difficulties involved in the process of defining what constitutes a gene prior to              

deriving a legal definition of the term from modern case law, focusing on the definitional               

distinction iterated in discussion of Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad           

Genetics, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 694, 184 L. Ed. 2d 496, 566 U.S. (2012). In pursuing the legally                  

relevant features of genetic material, this chapter concludes by acknowledging that the            

discussion offered here may only appropriately define a gene with reference to property             

claims as established by patent law. This takes us to a discussion of property claims—the               

focus of the next chapter. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF PATENT LAW 

 
Patent law first arose at the end of the feudal era as a product of the antiquation of                  

trade guilds, marking a shift in trade philosophy from the trade secret scheme of the               

guilds emphasizing the protection of intellectual property to one emphasizing the           

importance of public disclosure (2). As Rader and Christoff describe it, patent law’s             
1

development came as an antidote to the trade secret, a poison based on its natural               

consequences of restricting access to innovation, discouraging competition, and         

ultimately impeding scientific advancement. "But the public patent grant removed those           

artificial barriers: In exchange for full public disclosure in the patent application, the             

inventor received a limited period of exclusive rights." Accordingly, the majority of            
2

modern patent literature emphasizes its economic justifications.   
3

Similarly, I argue, the modern extension of patent law to encompass living material             

marks a significant shift in trade philosophy. As the following chapters of this thesis will               

be dedicated to various aspects of this argument, this first section will focus on (1)               

providing a foundation in patent law generally. This chapter then proceeds by (2)             

considering patent law’s specific modes of modern application to living material, in the             

process providing for (3) essential terminology and (4) establishing the moral           

1 Rader, Randall R., and Benjamin J. Christoff. Patent Law in a Nutshell . 8th ed., Kindle ed.,                 

West Academic Publishing, 2018. 

2 Id. 

3 Id. 
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significance of patent practices as they govern genetic material. From there, the latter             

half of this chapter focuses on (5) deriving a legal definition of what constitutes a gene to                 

conclude that how patent law conceives of genetic material accordingly requires express            

consideration of how genes may be considered property, approached in the next chapter. 

 

1. PATENTABILITY & HISTORICALLY PATENTABLE MATERIAL 

Patentability is typically understood as requiring the demonstration that a claimed           

invention is useful, nonobvious, and novel. The United States experience demonstrates           

that most inventions, including living material, are patent eligible. Because the sweep of             
4

potentially patentable material is so broad, a brief overview of patentable material may             

be best approached by focusing on those materials classically held outside the scope of              

generally patentable subject matter.  

Broad categories of patentable subject matter initially specified by the Patent Act of             

1790, 1 Stat. 109, 110 (Apr. 10, 1790), include: "any useful art, manufacture, engine,              
5

machine, or device, or any improvement therein." Subsequent legislation only expanded           

the scope of patent eligible material by adding processes and compositions of matter.             

Section 101 of the Patent Act now reads, "whoever invents or discovers any new and               

useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful             

improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and            

4 Id. 

5 Id. 
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requirements of this title." Later, we will focus on these particular statutory            
6

classifications of processes, machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter as they           

bear on the patentability of living material. For now, we will proceed by acknowledging              

that modern discourse of patent eligibility has become largely dominated by the            

exceptions that the Supreme Court has recognized to section 101 of the Patent Act rather               

than by the boundaries of these broad four general categories of patentable subject             

matter. 

Congress’ constitutional authority to enact laws promoting "the progress of science           

and useful arts" (U.S. Const. Art. I, section 8, cl. 8) philosophically underlies the              

Supreme Court’s exceptions to the field of generally patentable material. Prominent           

among these exceptions are "laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas" as             

stated in Diamond v. Diehr , 450 U.S. 175, 185 (1980). The purpose of these exceptions is                

to avoid the economic consequences of asserting property rights based on the mere             

description of natural phenomena. Together, the language of section 101 of the Patent             
7

Act as well as the Supreme Court’s exceptions give reason to pause and consider the               

nature of claims exerted on living material. This chapter details these exceptions along             

with the types of patentable subject matter generally, drawing attention to their modes of              

application to biotechnologies specifically. 

 

6 Id. 

7 Id. 
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2. STANDARDS OF PATENTABILITY & LIVING MATERIAL 

On June 16th, 1980, the Supreme Court ruled that a living microorganism was             

patentable subject matter under patent laws enacted by Congress 28 years prior. Ananda             

Chakrabarty, a microbiologist at the University of Illinois, had filed a patent application             

in 1972 through the General Electric Company for a genetically engineered, novel            

bacterial strain capable of degrading several components of crude oil, thereby proposed            

to have significant value for mitigating oil spills. Chakrabarty’s patent claims were of             

three types (907): "First, process claims for the method of producing the bacteria;             
8

second, claims for an inoculum comprised of a carrier material floating on water, such as               

straw; and third, claims to the bacteria themselves." 

Process claims generally refer to new, useful processes of manufacture or material as             

per 35 U.S.C. Section 100(b). In Chakrabarty’s case, this refers to the method of              

producing the bacteria. Chakrabarty’s second claim takes the form of a machine claim,             

pursuant to the definition set forth in Burr v. Duryee, 68 U.S. 531, 570 (1864): "a                

concrete thing, consisting of parts, or of certain devices and combination of devices"             

purposed toward the production of a new and useful machine. Finally, the third claim,              

stated as a both a composition of matter and a machine claim, was initially rejected by                

the patent examiner and the Patent Office Board of Appeals but ultimately granted on              

appeal by the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in Diamond v. Chakrabarty (1980).  

8 Noah, Lars and Barbara A. Noah. Law, Medicine, and Medical Technology: Cases and              

Materials . New York: Foundation, 2002. Print. 
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The court justified the claim as "a narrow one of statutory interpretation" —a mere             
9

reading of the language of patent law, citing both manufacture claims as "the production              

of articles for use from raw or prepared materials by giving to these materials new forms,                

qualities, properties, or combinations, whether by hand-labor or by machinery" as stated            

in Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 308 (1980), quoting Am. Fruit Growers, Inc.              

v. Brogdex Co., 273 U.S. 1, 11 (1931), as well as compositions of matter claims, referring                
10

to "all compositions of two or more substances and… all composite articles, whether they              

be the results of chemical union, or of mechanical mixture, or whether they be gases,               

fluids, powders or solids[,]" quoting Shell Dev. Co. v. Watson 149 F. Supp. 279, 280               
11

(D.D.C. 1957).  

The broad categories that define the scope of patentable subject matter make it             

difficult to imagine an invention incapable of fitting into one or more of these              

classifications. Consider the compositions of matter claims cited in supporting the first            

patent on animal life, successfully filed by Harvard University on a mouse genetically             

engineered to express a cancerous phenotype. This designed "oncomouse," as it is            
12

referred to in research circles and scientific literature, is considered a composition of             

9 Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 100 S. Ct. 2204, 65 L. Ed. 2d 144 (1980) 

10 Rader, Randall R., and Benjamin J. Christoff. Patent Law in a Nutshell . 8th ed., Kindle ed.,                 

West Academic Publishing, 2018. 

11 Id. 

12 Marshall, Eliot. "DuPont ups ante on use of Harvard’s oncomouse." Science 296.5571             

(2002): 1212-1212. 
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matter in the same sense that Chakrabarty’s bacteria is: as a nonnatural organism. A              
13

1987 statement issued by the United States Commissioner of Patents echoes this            

sentiment, declaring that "the Patent and Trademark Office now considers nonnaturally           

occurring nonhuman multicellular living organisms, including animals, to be patentable          

subject matter."   
14

I will argue later that principled boundaries to the domains of ownership established             

by patent law are incompatible with the consideration of living material as a composition              

of matter. This analysis first requires clarification of critical vocabulary, particularly the            

precise meaning of "nonnatural" in the USPTO’s 1987 statement as well as what             

constitutes living material. In what sense ownership and the rights guaranteed by patent             

holdings are related will then be addressed in the following chapter. 

  

3. NONNATURALLY OCCURRING LIVING MATERIAL 

The USPTO’s 1987 statement referred to in the previous section pertains specifically            

to nonnaturally occurring living organisms. Building on that, the analysis herein           

interprets "nonnatural" as referring to the man-made origins of claimed material. The            

USPTO’s statement observes that Chakrabarty’s bacteria does not exist in nature: it is the              

product of the work of man, fashioned from the raw components of nature. Later, we will                

see that the inability of current patent law to adequately justify the distinction between              

living and non-living subject matter contributes to popular moral sentiments regarding           

13 Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 100 S. Ct. 2204, 65 L. Ed. 2d 144 (1980). 

14 35 U.S.C. § 101. 
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the commodification of life. This section proposes that, contra the Court’s claims in             

Diamond v. Chakrabarty, it simply is not the case that Chakrabarty’s "discovery is not              

nature’s handiwork, but his own."   
15

Chakrabarty did not himself create the oil-degrading bacteria so much as he            

employed natural processes that did. While this claim may seem superficially semantic, it             

is presented here to elucidate a substantial disanology between patents on living material             

and patents over traditional subject matter in the following way: Davenport really did             

invent the electric motor and Edison truly did invent the light bulb, but Harvard’s              

scientists did not create or invent a new mammal nor did Chakrabarty create or invent a                

bacterial species in a comparable way. These latter innovations are modifications or            

manipulations of nature to the point that equating them to Davenport’s motor and             

Edison’s light bulb inappropriately construes the relationship between "inventor" and          

subject matter. As prominent bioethicist Leon Kass explains (599):   
16

Chakrabarty did not himself create the new bacterium. Rather, he played the            

matchmaker for a shotgun wedding and the selector of its progeny, while the living              

organisms did the work. He mixed together plasmids (carrying genes for metabolizing            

hydrocarbons) produced by and isolated from certain oil-degrading bacterial species and           

incubated them with the hardier Pseudomonas species, which bacteria all by themselves            

incorporated the plasmids. By selecting conditions that would support growth only of the             

plasmid-containing Pseudomonas hybrid, Chakrabarty obtained "his" novel strain.        

Though the process was-in many senses-"creative" and "his own," the novel organism was             

not his creature. 

15 Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 100 S. Ct. 2204, 65 L. Ed. 2d 144 (1980). 

16 Kass, Leon R. "Patenting life." J. Pat. Off. Soc’y 63 (1981): 571. 
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The view of living material like Chakrabarty’s bacteria and Harvard’s oncomouse as "an             

instrument formed by the intermixture of two or more ingredients [...] produced by             

mechanical or chemical operations, and [...] resolvable into its constituent elements"           
17

requires an interpretation of selection and bacterial transformation as merely chemical           

processes, reversible and resolvable into discrete units. Whether this requires the           

separation of the oil-degrading gene from the bacteria or the component responsible for             

inducing the development of tumors in Harvard’s oncomouse remains unclear, directing           

discussion to the final focus of this section, devoted to clarifying whether patent law is               

and should be contextually defined by various types of living material. 

In 1990, the University of California at Los Angeles successfully patented a cell line              

derived from a human spleen. The California Supreme Court held that Moore, a             

Leukemia patient whose cells were used in producing that cell line, could exert no              

ownership rights over these cells after they had been removed from his body. Where the               
18

USPTO states solely that nonnaturally occurring, nonhuman multicellular organisms are          

included within the scope of patentable subject matter, a cell line derived from humans              

differs in its origins and composition, illustrating a conceptual difficulty in defining what             

constitutes living material as it may be governed legally: do we refer to an entire               

organism or can we reasonably infer that said organism’s cells as well constitute living              

material? I will later claim that patent law functions to divorce beings from living              

material in a morally problematic way. In setting the stage for that argument, we turn to                

17 Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 100 S. Ct. 2204, 65 L. Ed. 2d 144 (1980). 

18 Moore v. Regents of University of California, 793 P.2d 479, 51 Cal. 3d 120, 271 Cal. Rptr.                  

146 (1990). 
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a discussion of how genetic material in particular is governed legally, provided in             

overviewing the Myriad  litigation. 

 

4. PATENTING GENETIC MATERIAL 

Manifold ethical issues surround the Myriad case, chief among them the power            

granted to individuals or corporations by patent claims to restrict access and use of              

portions of the human genome. While the Moore case illustrates similar issues in             

distributive and social justice, there are poignant, morally relevant distinctions between           

patenting genetic material and merely living material as described so far. In order to              

situate recent patent practices pertaining to genetic material as a matter of particular             

moral significance, an overview of the Myriad  case follows. 

While the first gene patents granted by the USPTO in the 1980s claimed genes as               

they existed in the human body, common patent practice quickly evolved in two ways:              

first, by claiming genes as "isolated" DNA excised from naturally occurring chromosomes            

(where isolation constitutes a modification from the gene’s natural state sufficient to            

warrant its consideration as a work of man regardless of intended purpose or origin);              

and second by the application of patent claims over any and all methods for identifying               

that claimed DNA. As Judge Alan Lourie observes (Ass'n for Molecular Pathology v. U.S.              

Patent , 653 F.3d 1329):  

Although isolated DNA must be removed from its native cellular and chromosomal            

environment, it has also been manipulated chemically so as to produce a molecule that is               

markedly different from that which exists in the body. 

Where Chakrabarty’s claims as previously discussed involved the development of new           

processes or tools, patent claims over methods for comparing DNA did not have such              
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novelty. Instead, these claims prohibited others from utilizing established methods of           

genetic analysis applied to patented genes. Effectively, these types of patent claims            

allowed control of access to our genetic code  and ostensibly the information encoded.   
19 20

By the late 1990s and early 2000s, opposition to these new patenting practices began              

to organize, culminating in the following statement offered by the National Breast Cancer             

Coalition:  
21

Scientists should have free access to the raw fundamental data on the human genome              

[because such] unencumbered access would benefit the public by providing the greatest            

opportunity for scientific advancements against disease. 

Despite this opposition, the USPTO formalized its gene patenting policy in 2001            
22

without addressing objections about open information access and public health. Instead,           

the USPTO reiterated the sentiments previously cited regarding isolated DNA, further           

establishing that "an excised gene is eligible for patent as a composition of matter or as                

19 Park, Sandra S. "The Challenge to Gene Patents as Feminist Patent Litigation." Technology              

& Innovation 19.4 (2018): 659-670. 

20 I will expound upon the significance of this ideological transition from a gene as structure                

to information encoding later. This chapter serves to introduce its legal history. 

21 Nat’l Breast Cancer Coalition/Fran Visco. Comment 43 on the Revised Utility Examination             

Guidelines, 2000. 

22 U.S. Office of Patent and Trademark. Utility Examination Guidelines. Federal Registrar.            

2001;66(4):1092-1099. 
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an article of manufacture because that DNA molecule does not occur in that isolated              

form in nature."   
23

Thousands of human gene patents had been issued by the mid-2000s on behalf of              

universities and corporations pursuant to this policy; however, while the courts           
24

regularly entertained gene patent lawsuits during this time, the question of whether            

genes are rightfully considered patentable subject matter was not officially deliberated           

until the Myriad litigation in 2009, filed originally in the U.S. District Court of the               
25

Southern District of New York on behalf of pathologists, geneticists, and women’s health             

advocacy groups inter alios . Park details their claims as follows (661):  
2627 28

23 Id. 

24 Jensen K, Murray F. Intellectual property landscape of the human genome. Science.             

2005;310(5746):239-40. 

25 Intervet Inc. v. Merial Ltd ., 617 F.3d 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2010) 

26 Complaint, Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, No. 09              

Civ. 4515 (S.D.N.Y. May 12, 2009). 

27 See infra citation for a discussion of the importance of the determination that these               

plaintiffs had a legal standing to challenge the patents in Association for Molecular Pathology v.               

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 669 F. Supp. 2d 365 (S.D.N.Y. 2009)— 

"… traditionally the parties to a patent suit are entities whose patents are being infringed or                

entities that are threatened with suit for infringing on a patent. By recognizing the standing of all                 

the plaintiffs, Judge Sweet acknowledged that many others have a stake in challenging patents,              

including patients and women’s health advocacy groups." 
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The case challenged claims on "isolated" DNA, covering DNA coding for the BRCA1 and              

BRCA2 proteins, DNA with as few as 15 of the nucleotides of the BRCA1 gene, DNA                

coding for naturally occurring mutated forms of the BRCA2 protein, and DNA with             

specified, naturally-occurring mutations. For example, claim 6 of Patent 5,837,492          

covered all mutated forms of the BRCA2 gene associated with cancer risk without             

specifying the mutations or the types of associated cancers: "An isolated DNA coding for a               

mutated form of the BRCA2 polypeptide set forth in SEQ ID No.2, wherein said mutated               

form of the BRCA2 polypeptide is associated with a susceptibility to cancer." The case              

also challenged method claims where the purported method included any way of            

comparing or analyzing two genetic sequences (e.g., a BRCA1 sequence from a patient             

against the reference sequence) for the purpose of determining whether a mutation exists. 

The plaintiffs’ claims against Myriad Genetics were based on two legal arguments: that             

the proposed patents attempted to claim laws or products of nature and abstract ideas in               

violation of the boundaries defined on patentable subject matter by Section 101 of the              

Patent Act; and the proposed patents violated the Progress Clause of the Constitution             

and First Amendment by claiming thought and knowledge. From these arguments, the            
29

lower court granted summary judgment to the plaintiffs on the basis that none of the               

patent claims survived Section 101 of the Patent Act —that the isolated DNA exhibits the              
30

same code as unaltered DNA as it exists in the body such that any patent claims issued                 

28 Park, Sandra S. "The Challenge to Gene Patents as Feminist Patent Litigation." Technology              

& Innovation 19.4 (2018): 659-670. 

29 Id. 

30 Association for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 702 F. Supp. 2d               

181 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). 
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would violate the aforementioned product of nature doctrine; and further that the            

method claims pursued were invalid because they covered any method for comparing            

genetic sequences (including mental comparison) to the effect that similarities or           

differences between sequences were inappropriately construed as inventions rather than          

laws of nature.  

Myriad Genetics appealed this ruling to a split decision issued by the U.S. Court of               

Appeals for the Federal Circuit in July 2011. Further proceedings followed, concluding            
31

with a unanimous decision in June 2013 by the U.S. Supreme Court invalidating             

Myriad’s claims on isolated DNA by reiterating that Myriad’s claims were "concerned            

primarily with the information contained in the genetic sequence, not with the specific             

chemical composition of a particular molecule," and thereby served essentially as           

attempts to exert ownership rights over products of nature in the form of "genetic              

information encoded in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes."   
32

The Myriad case serves not only to portray patent law as an emerging field of great                

ethical import, spanning issues that implicate utilitarian, deontological and distributive          

justice themes, but also to underscore a critical feature involved in successfully            

challenging the classification of genetic material as patentable subject matter, namely its            

focus on the relationship of patients to their genetic material. Particularly relevant for             
33

31 Association for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, 653 F.3d 1329              

(Fed. Cir. 2011). 

32 Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics , 133 S.Ct. (2107 2013). 

33 Park, Sandra S. "The Challenge to Gene Patents as Feminist Patent Litigation." Technology              

& Innovation 19.4 (2018): 659-670. 
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the plaintiffs’ argument that Myriad ’s claims violated the boundaries of patentable           

subject matter was depicting genetic material as morally situated in the sense that it              

belongs not so much to nature as it does to individuals: "here, stressing the agency of the                 

patients influenced how the legal arguments were crafted and received." This framing,            
3435

key to the product of nature argument, shifted the view of DNA as merely an isolated                

composition of matter to one inclusive of the information contained within its molecular             

structure.  

For women with family histories of cancer, isolated DNA was not merely a             

composition of matter so much as it "was the blueprint for how their cells and bodies                

would function and could disclose whether they, their children, and their relatives faced             

a much higher risk of cancer in their lifetimes," (665) access to which Myriad held               

exclusively. Acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal further emphasized the connection of           
36

patients to the information contained in their DNA by arguing "that if one could use a                

‘magic microscope’ and zero in on and view a particular segment of the chromosome in               

the body, the sequence would be the same upon isolation and thus should be understood               

as a product of nature." In this case, genes as products of nature prove to be personally                 37

and morally significant in a way that merits additional examination. 

34 Id. at 664. 

35 Haraway D. Situated knowledges: the science question in feminism and the privilege of              

partial perspective. Feminist Studies . 1988:14(3)575. 

36 Park, Sandra S. "The Challenge to Gene Patents as Feminist Patent Litigation." Technology              

& Innovation 19.4 (2018): 659-670. 

37 Id . at 665. 
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The plaintiffs’ legal arguments in the Myriad litigation essentially claimed that, as            

genetic material contains the information structure underlying the approximately four          

billion year old story of life on Earth, it should be considered neither a human invention                

nor a creation capable of being rightfully owned (286). This is a reasonable conclusion              
38

given the Court’s acknowledgement that "Einstein could not patent his celebrated law            

that E=mc2; nor could Newton have patented the law of gravity" because "such             

discoveries are manifestations of [...] nature, free to all men and reserved exclusively to              

none" (600). Aside from reinforcing the view of Myriad’s patent claims as perversely             
39

exerting ownership rights over what exists in the human body, Katyal’s magic            

microscope serves to reintroduce other concerns relating to terminology. 

The terms naturally occurring, discovered , and invented as used in introducing the            

controversial nature of gene patents give us reason to pause and reflect on their              

meanings. These terms suggest that any transformation of genetic material that renders            

it nonnaturally occurring can justify patent claims based on some notion of rightful             

ownership. In pursuing this legal concept of ownership in the next section, consider two              

ostensibly different scenarios:  

A) attempting to patent information encoded by isolated gene or genes;       (   

B) attempting to patent the isolated gene sequence or sequences themselves.(  

In the former scenario, it seems that mere gene isolation, even if the process indeed               

produces a markedly different molecular structure than exists in nature, still produces a             

38 Hettinger, Ned. "Patenting life: Biotechnology, intellectual property, and environmental          

ethics." BC Envtl. Aff. L. Rev . 22(1994): 267. 

39 Kass, Leon R. "Patenting life." J. Pat. Off. Soc'y 63 (1981): 571. 
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gene product that contains the same information present in nature, in which case the              

gene is hardly invented or altered in a way that warrants a claim of ownership. The                

second scenario, on the other hand, describes an attempt at ownership over the isolated              

DNA as a composition of matter that, by virtue of its isolation, allegedly differs from               

naturally occurring DNA. With this distinction in mind, we turn as an interlude to              

consider what actually defines a gene. 

 

5. DEFINING GENES 

We begin with a deceptively simple question: what constitutes a gene? The standard             

responses are far from simple. Scientific consensus holds a broadly functional definition            

of the term as "a union of genomic sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially               

overlapping functional products." By contrast, a more socially practical definition of the            
40

term might focus on characterizing genes with reference to transmissible traits:  
41

For normal discourse the gene is the unit of heredity associated with a specific              

transmissible trait. In that vague sense it permits students to follow Mendel’s laws; it              

enables geneticists to design genetic schemes for inserting or combining a variety of             

genetic traits in plasmids, fruit flies, maize or humans; and it gives counselors the              

40 Gerstein MB, Bruce C, Rozowsky JS, Zheng D, Du J, Korbel JO, Emanuelsson O, Zhang ZD,                 

Weissman S, Snyder M (June 2007). "What is a gene, post-ENCODE? History and updated              

definition." Genome Research 17(6): 669–681. 

41 Carlson, Elof Axel. "Defining the gene: an evolving concept." American journal of human              

genetics  49.2 (1991): 475. 
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satisfaction that clients can grasp what will happen to their offspring if they reproduce              

with their spouses. 

The difficulty with providing a simple definition of what constitutes a gene is illustrated              

in the juxtaposition of these examples. Scientific progress notwithstanding,         

discipline-specific definition of the term only further complicates the task of           

understanding the exact subject matter claimed by gene patents. Just as "biochemists            

will favor definitions of a gene at the molecular level, and population geneticists will              

favor a definition of a gene as a unit of transmission," perhaps there is a legal                
42

preference for a particular definition of the term. This section explores that possibility,             

reasoning that both of these provided definitions are too ambiguous to meaningfully            

describe gene patent claims. In doing so, basic concepts in molecular biology will be              

presented as deemed pertinent. 

Genetic information is carried by three biopolymers—deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),         

ribonucleic acid (RNA), and protein. Information may transfer between these classes of            

molecules according to the general transfers identified by the central dogma of molecular             

biology (simplified in the interest of conciseness) as follows: DNA copied to DNA via              

replication; information from DNA copied to RNA via transcription; and production of            

protein from RNA via translation. Relevant to the discussion pursued here is that             
43

genetic information exists in more than one biologically active form and may be             

conveyed by these various levels and types of transfer. Since genetic information is not              

42 Id . at 477. 

43 In an effort to limit the scope of background material provided, special and unknown               

transfers will not be discussed. 
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bound to (B) a single structure, ambiguity already begins to arise in considering patents              

on genetic material as (A) claims to information. That the formation of gene products              

can be influenced by various regulatory elements complicates matters further. 

In evaluating our modern use of the term, Christopher D. Epp affirms this conceptual              

difficulty in definition by acknowledging that "the term ‘gene’ is widely used by biologists              

and is also in the public vocabulary, yet it has no precise universally accepted molecular               

definition." Epp’s commentary continues by stating that "inclusion of regulatory          
44

sequences introduces considerable complexity to the term ‘gene’,"—that is, "inclusion of           

regulatory sequences expands the term ‘gene’ from a specification of ‘what it is’ to              

indicate ‘how it is used.’" To elaborate upon this proposed change in functional             
45

terminology, Epp contrasts enhancer sequences, defined in simple terms as short regions            

of DNA that influence transcription by interacting with proteins, with the discovery of             

polycistronic mRNAs (transcribed material encoding not one but multiple products).          

Where gene activation may be regulated extrinsically by enhancer-protein interaction,          

the discovery that one DNA sequence may encode multiple products contained within a             

single corresponding RNA molecule illustrates that the regulation of gene products also            

occurs by way of how genetic material is inherently encoded. Put another way, the              

discovery of polycistronic mRNAs and the realization "that a single gene can produce             

44 Epp, Christopher D. "Definition of a gene." Nature 389.6651 (1997): 537. 

45 Id . 
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more than one kind of transcript" (1356) suggest "that there are multiple possible             
46

relationships between DNA sequences and the molecular products they specify."  
47

With these basic descriptions of admittedly much more complicated biological          

principles in mind, the difficulty with providing a suitable definition of what constitutes             

a gene is summarized succinctly by Portin and Wilkins as follows in tracing the evolution               

of the term:  
48

The observations summarized above, together with many others, have created the           

interesting situation that the central term of genetics— "the gene"—can no longer be             

defined in simple terms. The neoclassical molecular definition of the gene does not             

capture the bewildering variety of hereditary elements, all based in DNA, that collectively             

specify the organism, and which therefore deserve the appellation of "genes." Even the             

classical notion of the gene simply as a fundamental "unit of heredity" is itself              

problematic. After all, if it is difficult or impossible to generalize about the nature of such                

"units," it is probably not very helpful to speak about them. Unsurprisingly, this             

realization has called forth various attempts to redefine the gene, in terms of both DNA               

sequence properties, and those of the products specified by those sequences. 

In this way, redefining the term "gene" serves the purpose of balancing the structural and               

functional complexities embodied by genetic material and its information contained          

therein. In making this structure-function definitional distinction clear, we may return to            

the two possible senses in which Myriad’s patent claims were previously iterated: as             

46 Portin, Petter, and Adam Wilkins. "The evolving definition of the term "gene"." Genetics              

205.4 (2017): 1353-1364. 

47 Id . at 1357. 

48 Id . at 1358. 
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either primarily concerning (A) the information contained by genetic material; or (B) the             

composition of gene sequences.  

Should efforts to redefine the term "gene" emphasize its (A) functional or (B)             

structural characterization? The answer to this question may depend considerably on the            

field consulted. For example, scientists in developmental biology and genetics may hold a             

vested interest in proposing new definitions of the term emphasizing the molecular            

details of regulation; on the other hand, those involved in more population-based            

research such as ecology and mathematical modeling may prioritize the structure and            

composition of genetic material in redefinition instead, since "in those fields, the            

molecular intricacies and complications of the genetic material can be largely ignored, at             

least initially[...]." Acknowledging the value that these variegated definitions of the           
49

term may hold for their respective fields serves to suggest that perhaps movement             

toward a unified redefinition is not completely achievable or even necessary. Genetic            

material is not completely defined by either (A) functional or (B) structural            

characterization alone, and focusing on just one or the other of these aspects in search of                

simplification unduly limits what is inherently a complex matter simply to benefit            

particular fields of inquiry by establishing limits on the ways in which fundamental             

concepts are described. 

In summary, the proposal that our general consensus of what constitutes a gene             

demands immediate attention in the form of a formal redefinition is most apparently             

met with opposition in two ways: first, any new definition offered is incapable of              

objectively capturing the unique character of the "gene"—that is, crystalized redefinition           

49 Id . at 1358. 
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is a fruitless endeavor because the interests and features emphasized by those involved in              

the process will persist in any newly offered terminology; and second, the demands of              

specific disciplines may merit their own ways of defining the term.  

With these considerations in mind, we may consider genetic material’s most legally            

relevant features to offer a discipline-specific definition of the "gene" for legal purposes.             

Specifying the most legally relevant normative features of the term "gene" requires us to              

reframe our question as follows: how should legal definition of the "gene" as governed by               

patent law balance its (A) functional and (B) structural characterizations? Perhaps the            

most legally applicable definition of what constitutes a gene can be derived from further              

examination of recent case law. Myriad did not concern (B) "the patentability of DNA in               

which the order of the naturally occurring nucleotides has been altered" in a significant              

enough way to justify patent claims. Thus, exactly how much sequences must vary from              

their naturally occurring counterparts to meet patentability standards was left to           

subsequent development.  50

The Federal Circuit in Roche Molecular v. Cepheid confirmed that merely isolating a             

particular DNA sequence does not constitute creation of something new by invalidating            

patent infringement claims asserted by Roche toward a competitor’s use of their genetic             

research tool. Essentially, Roche’s engineered primers bind particular target DNA          
51

sequences, allowing researchers to determine their presence and structure. In this case,            

the Court held that the actual sequence of these primers is indistinguishable from that              

50 Holman, Christopher M. "Patent Eligibility Post-Myriad: A Reinvigorated Judicial Wildcard           

of Uncertain Effect." Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 82 (2013): 1796. 

51 No. 17-1690 (Fed. Cir. 2018). 
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found in nature, and as such Roche’s patent claims pertain to patent-ineligible subject             

matter because "[t]he primers can be found in nature." Roche’s claims do not concern              
52

an invention proper by this interpretation.  

In deriving the legally relevant features emphasized in patent law’s consideration of            

genetic material from post-Myriad case law, critically examining both the Federal           

Circuit’s assessment that Roche’s engineered "primers are valuable contributions to          

science and medicine [...] but groundbreaking, innovative, or even brilliant discovery           

does not by itself satisfy the § 101 inquiry" as well as Roche’s ultimately unsuccessful               
53

argument that their primers contain molecules "chemically and structurally distinct from           

any nucleic acid that occurs in nature or that can be isolated from naturally occurring               

DNA" requires additional exposition. Significantly, the court’s rejection of Roche’s          
54

argument "that the claimed primers have both a 3-prime end and a 3-prime hydroxyl              

group, while [...] naturally occurring [...] DNA contains neither of these" obtusely cites             

Myriad :  
55

A DNA structure with a function similar to that found in nature can only be patent eligible                 

as a composition of matter if it has a unique structure different from anything found in                

nature. Myriad , 133 S. Ct. at 2116-17. Primers do not have such a different structure and                

are patent ineligible. 

52 Id . at 14. 

53 Id . at 14 (referencing Myriad , 569 U.S. at 591; Ariosa, 788 F.3d at 1379). 

54 Id . at 11. 

55 Id . at 11. 
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Discussion of Roche from this perspective offers potentially salient comparison to           

Myriad with respect to defining the most legally relevant concept of a "gene" in its               

analysis of both (A) function and (B) structure. Functionally, both decisions identify the             

significance of a sequence’s relationship to its encoded information. Their          56

determination that Roche’s product exhibits a similar function as it does in nature             

preserves an interpretation of function that is not defined by how a gene is used, but                

rather what it does independent of man. Structurally, denying Roche’s contention that            

the naturally occurring form of the gene exists on "a circular chromosome, which has              

neither a 3-prime end or a 3-prime hydroxyl [group]" while "[t]he primers at issue in               

BRCA1 were derived from human DNA, in which each chromosome occurs as a linear              

molecule" goes a step further than Myriad  does in its description:  
57

Roche’s emphasis on the chromosome is misplaced. The shape [...] is not relevant to the               

inquiry on the subject matter eligibility of the claimed primers. As this court determined              

in BRCA1, the subject matter eligibility inquiry of primer claims hinges on comparing a              

claimed primer to its corresponding DNA segment on the chromosome—not the whole            

chromosome. 774 F.3d at 760-61 (emphasizing the appropriate comparison being          

between the primers and "the relevant portion of the naturally occurring sequence"            

(emphasis added)).  

The relevance of this extrapolation lies in its implicit statement of the legally important              

features of structure. The court seems to interpret the patent eligibility argument Roche             

56 As the court acknowledges the utility Roche’s primers hold for biomedical science, it is               

worth noting that the laboratory technique in which these primers are utilized is not a naturally                

occurring phenomenon. 

57 Id . at 12. 
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asserts here as based on how the gene occurs in nature (i.e. its shape) rather than its                 

sequence.  

Understood this way, perhaps legal definition of a gene does not differ significantly             

from Epp’s proposed molecular definition:  
58

In my opinion, the single best molecular definition of the term ‘gene’ is the following: it is                 

the nucleotide sequence that stores the information which specifies the order of the             

monomers in a final functional polypeptide or RNA molecule, or set of closely related              

isoforms. This definition is simple and concise. Geneticists can readily find other names             

for more complex genetic entities such as ‘operons’ and ‘transcription units’. 

This definition balances the complexities of gene function previously discussed with the            

legal emphasis on structure in the form of sequence. Unfortunately, its shortcoming from             

a legal standpoint is the precise way patent law seeks to govern genes. In this case and in                  

closing, a gene is defined by its sequence, relation to phenotypic traits, expressed             

features, and products; however, patent law complicates legal consideration of the term            

by introducing the more fundamental concepts of ownership and property. Starting from            

the assumption that the Court’s conclusion in the Myriad litigation eventually correctly            

construes the relationship between beings and their genetic material, the following           

chapters determine whether providing an appropriate legal definition of what constitutes           

a gene also requires defining the sense or senses in which genes are rightfully owned and                

moreover if and how patent claims establish ownership. 

 

58 Epp, Christopher D. "Definition of a gene." Nature 389.6651 (1997): 537. 
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II 

 

The previous chapter identifies two senses of Myriad’s patent claims on BRCA1 and             

BRCA2—construing genes as (A) structures linked to medically and morally significant           

information, or (B) as merely sequences. Evaluating modern practices in patenting           

genetic material, in either case, requires an examination of how we define "property" in              

both legal and lay senses. To that end, this chapter will expound upon the relationship               

between patent claims and property rights.  

This chapter proceeds in two distinct phases. First, I critically assess legal theories             

typically cited in justifying property claims and argue that their application to genetic             

material is practically and morally problematic. Second, I consider the concept of            

property more generally to lay the groundwork for the next chapter’s claim that             

ownership, whether defined legally or in our lay sense of the term, is an inappropriate               

paradigm by which to consider genetic material. Subsequent chapters will ultimately           

build on these analyses to argue that conceiving of genes as property mischaracterizes             

the relationship of beings to their genetic material. 
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LEGALLY DEFINING PROPERTY 

 

This chapter’s objective concerns ownership rights and by extension the concept of            

property as applied to the moral status of living material. If these claims of ownership               

are comparable to those established by traditional patent practices, concerns specific to            

the patenting of genes demonstrate an even more significant departure from the            59

previously stated purposes and functions of patent law. While the previous chapter            

considers two different senses in which Myriad attempted to claim ownership over            

BRCA1 and BRCA2 (merely as sequences and as structures linked to information),            

making the claim that gene patents inappropriately construe our relationship to living            

material requires an operable definition of "property" just as much as it merits             

consideration of what exactly a gene is, provision of which only made more difficult by               

the many senses these words may adopt. For example, public, private, tangible, and             

abstract properties may demand differential consideration morally and legally, with the           

latter distinctions most relevant in introducing ownership rights applied to living           

material (456):  60

Tangible property in the human body may refer to all material transferred from             

it, whereas intellectual property in the human body includes the patenting of            

human tissues or any process aimed at producing commercial potential from the            

body. Since property rights are mainly determined legally, there are numerous           

59 (as opposed to on living material in its entirety, a morally relevant distinction further               

detailed in the subsequent section) 

60 Schonmann, Ady. "From Make Believe to Doomsday Eve: Or Should We Patent Genes."              

Med. & L. 17 (1998): 455. 
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definitions for "property", but in its broadest sense it refers to "every species of              

valuable right and interest" 

With the distinction between tangible and intellectual property in mind, we may return             

to the Moore case alluded to in tracing the history of modern patent law in the first                 

chapter. Our hesitation with the case’s outcome may emerge from a moral concern for              

tangible property taken from the patient rather than the legal status of the produced              

intellectual property claimed by the case’s patent, prompting further reflection on the            

distinct senses of property in legal and lay contexts. 

Previous discussion of Moore identifies that property claims directed toward living           

material hardly ever involve solely one type of property and moreover that legally             

property appears to hold its own conceptual definition. In deriving the unique sense of              

property as construed legally more explicitly, introducing tangible and intellectual          

property by considering Moore provides the opportunity to contrast their modes of            

application to living material. For example, the application of tangible property rights            

practically faces the difficulty of describing the dynamic ownership changes within the            

biomedical processes that eventually yield the patented product (i.e. ownership of the            

cells as they exist in the patient; as extracted and held by the doctor; as transferred and                 

immortalized by the researcher, etc.). The strength of applying intellectual property           61

rights to living material as opposed to tangible property rights lies in avoiding this              

difficulty. Justifying patent protections by citing the production of commercial potential           

from the body rather than focusing on its derivation, perhaps engineered biological            

material (from an economic standpoint) is best conceived in this way.  

61 Id . 
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The issue with solely adopting such a view, however, is that commercially valuable             

living material is mostly produced from cells, tissues, and organs extracted from living             

beings. In this way, intellectual property is inexorably connected to some tangible            

property. Concerns with Moore’s ruling are salient because of the fact that cells derived              

from a leukemia patient were utilized to create a patented cell line, in the process               

seemingly denying that contributors of biological material hold those contents as           

uniquely theirs : tangible property is somehow transformed into intellectual property,          

deserving of the rights and protections afforded by patent law in an obtusely             

asymmetrical way as it relates to contributors of living material and the biotechnology             

industry. It follows that some valuation of the work conducted by researchers and             

doctors in producing from Moore the patented cell line operates in the calculus that the               

resultant material is patentable subject matter. Quantifying that valuation becomes the           

issue, addressed later in this chapter. 

Even further, this leaves genes in a curious place, physically "in one’s body, like the               

sperm of a man or his leg, and prima facie they are one’s private property," the                62

significance of which is iterated in the California Supreme Court ruling that Moore has              

no ownership interests in the aforementioned cells due to their removal from his body.              

The issue of defining in what sense biological material may be considered property             

extends beyond solely involving genes, as the Court has cited both tangible and             

intellectual property rights in granting claims directed to living material. If this issue is              

as I claim unresolved, property may more fully be conceptualized dynamically—that is,            

62 Id . at 458. 
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as Schonmann claims, fixed definition of the term is insufficient to morally and legally              

consider the consequences of rights that may follow:  6364

[...] that the definition of ‘property’ is not a fixed one, but may change over time                

and context, hence we may face situations where real life developments precede            

the law. The phenomenon of matters previously not acknowledged as ‘property’           

that in due time and context are percieved as such is familiar in every              

jurisprudence in one sense or another, as well as the counter phenomenon, that             

is, the fact that a former ‘property’ is no longer considered as such (e.g. slavery),               

therefore, the law may indeed find itself compromising with reality. 

We will revisit Schonmann’s claim in later chapters to propose that the paradigms of              

privacy and property, when taken together, adequately address the moral and legal            

pitfalls of our current patent system as it relates to living material. For now, having               

63 Id . at 460. 

64 This is not to equate the exertion of patent claims and/or ownership rights on living                

biotechnologies accordingly with the dystopian fiction of human ownership enabled by           

biomedical science and our legal system. My intention in denying as much immediately serves              

two purposes: first, to aver that a concern inspired by such a "slippery slope" of moral                

disapprobation requires specification of what makes the slope slippery (i.e. that proponents of             

such a stance bear the burden of providing for why the worst case scenario is a reasonable                 

concern more than merely a speculative fear); and second to offer commentary on efforts to               

"distinguish the broad question of whether genetically engineered organisms and materials           

should be patentable from the narrow question of whether partial gene sequences should be              

patented" (see supra citation). 
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acknowledged the ambiguity, difficulty, and significance of considering living material          

"property," we may proceed to discuss legal definition of the term.  

Generally and traditionally, American legal theory construes property in terms of           

rights rather than in relation to tangible, physical objects,  or as Roberts iterates (8):  65 66

One must own something. It is therefore not surprising that most non-lawyers            

frequently think of property in more or less physical terms. Our "property" is             

things like our cars, our personal belongings, and our homes. Of course, land is              

another well-known type of property, evinced by the common signs warning           

against trespass that read "private property." [...] The lay definition of property            

then tends to encompass both the physical object and the rights over it[;             

h]owever, according to widely accepted American legal theory, property is not           

physical but conceptual." 

This feature of property as conceived legally is exactly what permits the protection of              

intellectual property rights—"rights in various creative works, including scientific         

research—that may have no tangible, physical form." Among others, these recognized           

65 Anthony M. Honoré, Ownership, in Oxford Essays in Jurisprudence (Anthony G. Guest ed.              

1961); see also Gregory S. Alexander & Eduardo M. Peñalver, An Introduction to Property Theory               

1-3 (2012); Pilar N. Ossorio, Property Rights and Human Bodies , in Who Owns Life? 224-25               

(David Magnus et al. eds. 2002) (describing property as "not the thing itself, but rather the                

bundle of rights in an object"); Sonia M. Suter, Disentangling Privacy from Property, 72 Geo.               

Wash. L. Rev. 737, 750-53 (2004) (describing the evolution of property law); Jeffery Lawrence              

Weeden, Genetic Liberty, Genetic Property: Protecting Genetic Information, 4 Ave Maria L. Rev.             

611, 639-42 (2006) (see infra citation). 

66 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 
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rights include those "to possess, to use, to exclude others from possessing or using, and               

to transfer." Justifying these rights and determining their associated boundaries then           67

depends on which of the manifold constructions of property offered by theory is             

consulted. In providing for this variability, the following sections engage four dominant            

theories in American property law to claim that our modern patent system considers             

genetic material property in a morally objectionable or problematic way: (1) reward            

theory, (2) property as labor, (3) property as welfare maximization, and (4) prospect             

theory.  

 

1. REWARD THEORY 

To a significant degree, patent laws address issues of property by delicately balancing             

a twofold purpose: these laws serve to make inventions widely available to the general              

public while simultaneously offering the efforts of the inventor(s). Of the most commonly             

referred to theories cited in explaining how the patent system functionally and            

ideologically maintains this balance, the reward doctrine conceives of patents as           

"rewards given by governments to inventors in return for creating something useful as             

well as disclosing technical advances." (27) By this theory, patents honor the efforts of              68

inventors, "granted to individuals who contribute to economic and technological          

progress by inventing and disclosing the inventions."  69

67 Id . at 3. 

68 de Carvalho, Nuno Pires. "The primary function of patents." U. Ill. JL Tech. & Pol'y (2001):                 

25. 

69 Id . at 29. 
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This conventional view of the patent system "as a device that enables an inventor to               

capture the returns from his investment in the inventions" is prima facie            70

uncontroversial. The reward theory offers a generally acceptable description of the spirit            

and intention of developing the patent system, but nothing more. To make this point and               

its significance clear, I pose two questions with the intention of identifying that the value               

of patents in this theory can only be determined by reference to other theories. First, are                

patents valuable to inventors as the end goal of research and development? Second, how              

are the magnitudes of reward due to patent holders calculated?  

It should be clear that the incentive to innovate provided by reward theory cannot be               

stated as merely the allure of being granted a patent. Instead, what the patent does is its                 

appeal. Put another way, "[p]atents are not rewards because they do not have an intrinsic               

value or generate a competitive advantage per se" (27) —that is, there is something             71

about the way patents function that define their value to scientists and engineers not              

captured by this theory. Understanding what that function is requires addressing the            

second question. Does the legal value of a patent equate with its subject matter’s              

economic or technical value? While it may seem intuitive based on a reading of reward               

theory for this to be the case, the fact that over 90% of patented inventions never reach                 

70 Kitch, Edmund W. "The nature and function of the patent system." The Journal of Law and                 

Economics  20.2 (1977): 265-290. 

71 de Carvalho, Nuno Pires. "The primary function of patents." U. Ill. JL Tech. & Pol'y (2001):                 

25. 
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the market due to a lack of commercial viability suggests otherwise. In fact, the U.S.               72

Supreme Court explicitly discourages that equivalence in numerous cases. For example,           

in Sinclair & Carroll Co. v. Interchemical Corp., 325 U.S. 327, 330-31 (1945), the Court               

states that "the primary purpose of our patent system is not reward of the individual but                

the advancement of the arts and sciences." Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal Film              

Mfg. Co., 243 U.S. 502, 511 (1917) echoes this sentiment in observing that "this court has                

consistently held that the primary purpose of our patent laws is not the creation of               

private fortunes for the owners of patents but is 'to promote the progress of science and                

useful arts.'" Given the Court’s distinction between reward and social progress, we must             

turn to other theories for an explanation of how patents hold value and how that value is                 

calculated. Likewise, examining how patents establish property rights in a morally           

objectionable way over living material requires that we look outside of reward theory’s             

limited focus on the intended functions of the patent system to determine the value of               

patents for scientists and engineers.  

Discussion of reward theory guided by these two questions serves to illustrate that,             

with these intended functions of the patent system overviewed in the first chapter,             

considering the reward theory on its own offers little in the way of providing an               

understanding of the mechanics regarding how those intentions are fulfilled. How the            

patent system performs these intended functions, I hold, is relevant not only morally in              

the context of my argument that biopatenting practices inappropriately construe the           

being:gene relationship but also practically in providing a complete view of how patents             

function as rewards in the way reward theory claims. Stated otherwise, in legal             

72 Ernest Gellhorn & William E. Kovacic, Antitrust Law and Economics in a Nutshell 387 (3d                

ed. 1986). 
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scholarship and literature, generally "[t]he reward theory is not questioned on its own             

terms. Rather, it is argued that the reward theory offers an incomplete view of the               

functions of the patent system." In the following, I provide an overview of (2) labor               73

theory and (3) welfare-maximization theory to flesh out the incomplete functional           

description offered from reward theory. I conclude this section by suggesting that            

conceiving of property as proposed by each of these theories—whether held individually            

or taken together—requires considering the manner by which property claims are           

exclusionary, a point I elucidate by referencing (4) prospect theory. Subsequent sections            

will iterate the morally problematic nature of doing so, namely with reference to how              

patent law treats biological material.  

 

2. LABOR THEORY 

This discussion proceeds by initially echoing Pigou’s sentiment that "patent laws aim,            

in effect, at bringing marginal trade, net product, and marginal social net product more              

closely together." This is to say simply that the patent system manages a vast array of                74

social and economic interests. The previous section deems that these interests are so             

diverse, in fact, that reward theory alone is incapable of the very purpose it is typically                

cited in—justifying patent claims and the rights they establish. This section continues            75

73 Id . at 266. 

74 A. C. Pigou, The Economics of Welfare, 183-85 (4th ed. 1960) 

75 I begin this section by acknowledging Kitch’s introduction to prospect theory, reiterating his              

concern that reward theory as traditionally conceived does not account for all of our patent               

system’s functions.  
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from the claim that reward theory requires additional specification to provide any            

conceptually useful definition of "property."  

An oft-cited justification in favor of the establishment of property rights in general             

(and in further detailing reward theory in particular) relies on the Lockean argument             

that "I made it and hence it is mine; it would not have existed but for me." In Two                   

Treatises of Government , Locke provides this argument by claiming that, just as we             

possess a right to property in our persons as granted by god, we also have valid claims to                  

any and all things we create or fashion from nature. Locke’s well-known paragraph 27 of               

the Second Treatise reads:  76

Though the earth, and all inferior creatures, be common to all men, yet every              

Man has a Property in his own person: this nobody has a right to but himself.                

The Labour of his body, and the Work of his hands, we may say, are properly his.                 

Whatsoever then he removes then he takes out of the state that nature hath              

provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his Labour with, and joined to it something                

that is his own, and thereby makes it his Property. It being by him removed from                

the common state nature hath placed it in, it hath by this Labour something              

annexed to it, that excludes the common right of other men: for this Labour              

being the unquestionable property of the labourer, no man but he can have a              

right to what that is once joined to, at least where there is enough, and as good,                 

left in common for others 

Stated differently, the earth and its natural contents begin as objects of common             

ownership for humanity, and through the exercise of that which we own (namely our              

bodies) we may rightfully assert individual rights on products fashioned as such—that is,             

76 Locke, 1690, in Locke & Macpherson, 1980, para. 27, emphasis in original. 
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because our property rights in ourselves extend to our labor, any thing we work to create                

or meaningfully change initially within the sphere of common ownership of humanity            

becomes rightfully considered ours. In this way, we give the products of our bodies and               

its labor value, or as Roberts summarizes, "[p]ut simply, a person owns something             

because she created the object of ownership or gave it value" (14). Even further, that               77

ownership justifies commensurate reward: Locke iterates these ownership claims while          

seemingly identifying the rationale captured by reward theory "that individuals invest in            

labor primarily to reap its rewards and, consequently, denying someone access to the             

very benefits that she produced would be unfair." Labor theory and reward theory are              78

complementary in this regard. 

It follows from this description of Locke’s theory that patent protections as labor’s             

reward are justified on the basis of autonomy (exercise of our bodies as our property)               

and justice (it is only fair to provide reward to those who invest in that labor), predicated                 

on the assumption that god bestowed upon humanity dominion over the natural world             

such that its contents are commonly ours to begin with. Through the labor of our               79

bodies, we make its contents individually ours. While labor theory in its entirety is              

relevant to the discussion pursued here by virtue of its explicit application by the United               

77 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

78 Id . at 14. 

79 This aspect of labor theory is significant because it excludes others from claiming              

ownership of particular things while simultaneously affirming that we could come to own other              

things. In this way, application of Locke’s theory involves some aspect of exclusion, further              

detailed in overviewing prospect theory. 
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States Congress’s Office of Technology Assessment in defending patents on living           

material, I claim that applying this fruits of labor rationale for entitlement to biological              80

material proves to be problematic because of this assumption in particular. For            81

instance, recall the contrast between Davenport’s engine and Edison’s light bulb with            

Chakrabarty’s bacteria and Harvard’s oncomouse: the DNA in a bacterial cell naturally            

belongs to that bacterium, not to the researcher; the DNA in the mouse belongs to that                

mouse, not to Harvard in a way that the parts of an engine and light bulb do not belong                   

to their respective wholes. Questioning the validity of property rights established by            82

patent claims along these lines is not to say that humans cannot legitimately claim              

ownership over other organisms, as we seem to have a general social acceptance of pet               

ownership and the rights therein entailed. Instead, organisms and their parts are            

inappropriately understood as existing solely to serve an external owner under this            

rationale. Biocentric critics of labor theory express this concern by denouncing Lockean            

theory as inherently anthropocentric or sentientist. In the following analysis, I assess            

these concerns as reflective of the same moral sentiment—one that extends to additional             

80 Hettinger, Ned. "Patenting life: Biotechnology, intellectual property, and environmental          

ethics." BC Envtl. Aff. L. Rev.  22 (1994): 267. 

81 While an important shift in ideology forced by changes in policy and advances in technology                

discussed later targets this aspect of labor theory as well, this section’s analysis focuses on how                

application of labor theory to living material misconstrues the relationship of an organism with its               

contents. 

82 Id . 
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features of this theory to make its practical application exceedingly difficult in justifying             

patents on living material. 

Anthropocentrism, an often derogatory term applied to the presupposition that          

humans occupy a moral status or value higher than that of all other organisms, denies               

the claim that all organisms–not just humans–hold individual interests served by their            

physical features which may be fulfilled without reference to the good of any external              

being. For instance, "crushing the roots of a tree with a bulldozer harms the tree itself;                

this is a setback for the tree’s welfare and is not bad simply for the interests of the                  

homeowner who wants the trees shade." Particularly as it relates to genetic            83

technologies, even if organisms are endowed with features we program into them to             

serve our purposes, resultant genetically-altered organisms still express various original          

genetic traits and systems whose proper functioning constitutes their good. The proper            

functioning of the tree in the previous example after a firefly gene has been inserted into                

it, allowing it to glow in the dark, is still to grow. To this end, the proper functioning of                   84

the tree’s water transport system and ability to photosynthesize serve an intrinsic good to              

the tree itself, not an end primarily served for another being or entity.  85

The argument against considering living material patentable by application of the           

fruits of labor rationale, perhaps prompted by Locke’s previously cited comments           

regarding "inferior creatures," is developed as follows: by allowing living material to be             

considered patentable subject matter, we commodify life by conceptualizing organisms          

83 Id . at 282. 

84 Id . 

85 Id . 
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as tools, a claim that harkens back to the origination of the patent as a legal instrument                 

developed to define our relationship to mechanical devices. A modified, less hardline            86

view comes in the form of "sentientism," which limits its scope to the consideration of               

only those organisms that feel pain and cognitive states rather than including all living              

beings. Where sentient beings are defined by the capability to experience pleasure and             

pain, sentientism claims these organisms are morally important in their own           87

right —but how?  

Sentient organisms may legitimately possess moral interests either by virtue of being            

capable of experiencing pain or simply because their status as "higher life forms"             

indicates some individual interests such that they must be treated as ends in themselves              

rather than as means or tools. From here, whether we continue by defining the ethical               

significance of sentience along a utilitarian framework or deontologically, my objection           

to the proposal of sentience as an adequate principle by which to impose and justify               

boundaries on the scope of patentable material may be iterated as twofold: first (and of               

paramount importance to our current discussion), a claim to sentience does not ipso             

facto justify moral agency—further specification is necessary of exactly how sentience           

justifies moral consideration more appropriately than appeals to treating organisms as           

ends in themselves do; second, the inability of current patent laws to distinguish between              

86 Savirimuthu, Joseph. "John Locke, natural rights and intellectual property: the legacy of an              

idea." Journal of Intellectual Property Law & Practice 8.11 (2013): 892-894. 

87 Schonmann, Ady. "From Make Believe to Doomsday Eve: Or Should We Patent Genes."              

Med. & L. 17 (1998): 455. 
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living and non-living subject matter undermines the sheer value of sentience as an             

operational criterion.  

Moreover, that the capacity to experience pain and the possession of individual            

interests prove difficult to divorce further complicates the process of specifying the            

relationship between sentience and moral agency (17):   88

To be sentient is to be able to feel pleasure and pain, and we can thus understand                 

easily that a sentient being has a state of well-being which it attempts to achieve               

and preserve. The capacity of sentiency is the criterion for being morally            

considerable. The sentientists assert that in justifying the moral principle          

according to which it is wrong to inflict suffering and any unnecessary harm to              

non-human animals, we do not need to refer to our obligations that we may owe               

to other humans. Torturing a cat is morally wrong because of what it is for the                

cat, and not because it may horrify others, or because it is bad for the torturer […] 

My point here is that a concern for sentience seems to be related to moral agency only                 

insofar as pain or suffering is described as a deviation from a desired or sought state of                 

well-being, but maintenance of such a homeostatic state is not an exclusive feature of              

sentient beings. Again, "crushing the roots of a tree with a bulldozer harms the tree itself;                

this is a setback for the tree’s welfare" (282). If charges of anthropocentrism or              89

sentientism target a Lockean reading of property as established by our current patent             

practices applied to living material in an ethically significant way, I argue here that they               

do so by identifying the same moral sentiment: that conceptualizing nature and its             

88 Oksanen, Markku. "Nature as property." Environmental Ethics  (1998). 

89 Hettinger, Ned. "Patenting life: Biotechnology, intellectual property, and environmental          

ethics." BC Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 22 (1994): 267. 
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contents as existing for human use and ownership commodifies life in a morally             

objectionable way.  

Arguments from sentientism implicating cognitive states and the capacity to          

experience pleasure and pain to extend moral consideration to solely "higher life forms"             

only obfuscate the problematic assumption Locke’s labor theory relies on. Even further,            

if sentience really is the proposed limit for patentable subject matter, it is worth restating               

the history of our patent system as discussed in the previous chapter—to consider tools              

and nonliving material. Accusations of commodification pose a salient point about           

patent practices applied to living material by elucidating this concern. Is a patent system              

from labor theory capable of distinguishing between living and non-living material? In            

noting that ultimately I propose a movement toward balancing the interests of the             

biotechnology industry with those of contributors of biological material, my reference to            

Schonmann’s appraisal that our understanding of property may vary culturally and in            

time serves in closing this section to frame the central problem as one with our language                

(475):  90

That is, the language of the different patent laws is rooted in historic grounds that               

referred to inventions in physics and chemistry, and perhaps it would be preferable to              

create a separate protection system that would be more compatible with biological            

inventions. Additionally, patenting genes must be construed in accordance with first           

determining one’s position towards the issue of property rights [...] in general.  

90 Schonmann, Ady. "From Make Believe to Doomsday Eve: Or Should We Patent Genes."              

Med. & L. 17 (1998): 455. 
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This claim and its context will be revisited later in my assessment of policy as a                

technology itself. The purpose of its inclusion here is to superficially introduce the             91

inability of patent law to distinguish between living and non-living material. As we will              

later examine more general features of patenting that contribute to this inability, the             

immediate concern expressed in this discussion is that our concept of property defined             

by legal history in granting patent claims neglects potentially morally relevant features of             

biological material. 

In fact, Locke’s theory is particularly susceptible to critics identifying this           

shortcoming. For instance, does labor theory suggest that someone gathering acorns,           

apples, or even killing a deer reasonably and rightfully has ownership claims over those              

objects rooted in effort? Locke clearly justifies ownership by an initial appeal to natural              92

law that is problematic in its own right, especially in justifying rights over living material.               

I include this critique of Locke’s lack of precision in defining limits to what constitutes an                

amount of labor sufficient to justify ownership to say that, just as our moral intuitions               

are inclined to agree that Chakrabarty did not create his novel bacteria, we hesitate to               

91 By "here," I mean alongside discussion of the underlying moral reservation embodied by              

critiques of labor theory’s assumption that natural law justifies the human domination over the              

natural world (whether interpreted to mean commonly ours to begin with or referring to Locke’s               

proposal that through labor it becomes specifically ours). 

92 Catherine M. Valerio Barrad, Genetic Information and Property Theory, 87 NW. U. L.              

REV. 1037, 1060-61 (1993). 
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say that the apples, acorns, and deer have value by our efforts alone. Practically, the               93

concern here is, as Roberts states, "sometimes the contribution of an individual’s labor is              

de minimus  [sic] to the value of a particular object of ownership" (15).   94

An additional layer of difficulty arises when we consider that each of the items in this                

example is taken from the natural world and was at one point living material. This is to                 

say that value need not be iterated solely in terms of reward. With this point in mind, we                  

will consider alternate methods of determining value in the following section’s discussion            

of welfare-maximization theory. 

Critically engaging legal theories justifying the establishment of property rights          

quickly illustrates that, as Schonmann continues from the previous citation (475):   95

93 While I do not aim to provide a complete review of current critical literature in property law                  

generally, Roberts (see infra citation) summarizes Nozick’s contention with defining value in this             

way as follows (quoting Anarchy, State, and Utopia): "He uses the example of owning a can of                 

radioactive tomato juice (thereby allowing him to track its whereabouts) and dumping that can              

into the sea. Nozick then queries whether under Locke’s labor theory: ‘[D]o I thereby come to own                 

the sea, or have I foolishly dissipated my tomato juice?’ Nozick therefore reveals that Locke               

premises his theory on the notion that mixing something that a person owns with something that                

she does not own expands rather than dilutes or eliminates her property interests. Yet from a                

practical perspective, simply adding labor is not sufficient to transfer ownership. If it were, people               

would cease to own their suits anytime they took them to be altered or cleaned." 

94 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

95 Schonmann, Ady. "From Make Believe to Doomsday Eve: Or Should We Patent Genes."              

Med. & L. 17 (1998): 455. 
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The only obvious conclusion that can be derived from all the abovementioned            

considerations is that there is no single argument that prevails over the rest, especially              

when some of the arguments are of religious-mystical nature that cannot be rebutted at              

all [since] every discussion of this issue naturally involves emotion and not just logical              

explanations.  

As this section has developed its rejection of labor theory’s capacity to justify the              

application of property rights on living material upon Locke’s "religious-mystical"          

assumption, I have also traced its relevance to patent law through reward theory;             

however, it bears mentioning that other dominant theories of property may be more             

utilitarian (i.e., rather than deontological) in justifying and defining patent protections.           

We now turn to discussing one such theory and its consequentialist foundations. 

 

3. WELFARE-MAXIMIZATION THEORY 

The discussion provided this far rejects labor theory in part because of its method of               

defining value: by considering value in terms of human labor, property claims directed to              

living material under a Lockean reading of patent law construe our relationship to living              

material inappropriately. Appeals to sentientism and anthropocentrism, I hold, make          

this shortcoming of labor theory apparent by identifying the same moral           

reservation—that in application a patent system based in Locke’s theory commodifies           

life. Still, there may be reason to believe that genetic modification of an organism to the                

end of "any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter"             96

 

96 Id . 
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justifies some benefit due to the scientists and engineers responsible in the way reward              

theory proposes.  

Returning to the question of who owns the various biotechnologies presented in the             

introduction to this chapter, a valuable response may reside in the proposal that             

scientists and engineers should benefit from their work if it produces something of social              

value. Welfare-maximization theory justifies this benefit by appealing to the greater good            

of incentivizing innovation. In contrast to labor theory’s "ownership claims based on the             

individual person’s relationship to the object of ownership," Roberts refers to           97

welfare-maximization theory as "consequentialist and focused on group impacts"         

through assessing "the desirability of potential outcomes comparatively in terms of their            

consequences, specifically whether they will maximize social utility or ‘welfare,’ however           

defined" (21). For example, by this rationale, Chakrabarty should receive some benefit,            98

but unlike labor theory, his handiwork on its own does not justify that benefit. Instead,               

welfare-maximization theory specifies the reward proposed in reward theory         

accordingly: patents provide a mechanism by which rewards encourage continued          

advancement in the sciences at the societal (i.e., not individual) level. To contrast with              

labor theory more specifically, we may refer to an example offered in the previous              

section. The apples and acorns gathered as well as the deer killed, by this view, justify                

some benefit, calculated by their utility to society. This is to say that value is determined                

by social utility, not by virtue of human effort or labor.  

97 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

98 Id . 
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As reasonable as such a position may seem, the quantity of benefit due is unclear.               

Whether Chakrabarty’s isolation and placement of the oil-degrading gene in culture           

medium with bacteria constitutes an invention so much as it may be a discovery aside, it                

is worth noting that much of the value of Chakrabarty’s bacterium comes from a social               

history of innovation and discovery in the basic sciences. If this is the case, Chakrabarty               

should not be held responsible for the unqualified value of the new bacterium because              

his process utilized techniques and information discovered by and developed by           

others—that Chakrabarty’s bacteria exist in the context of a life science history            

attributable to the labor of others in the field, and giving Chakrabarty exclusive patent              

rights to the oil-degrading bacteria seems to overstate the credit he is due. Though              

reception of this argument in recent literature is mixed at best, I include it here to                

introduce an examination of the problematic interplay between reward theory and           

welfare-maximization. After all, this reservation may rely on a misconstrued          

understanding of the history and purpose of patent law. As Moufang and Beier explain,              99

it is "common knowledge that every inventor must use natural products and pre-existing             

components, as much as it is equally obvious that every inventor stands on the shoulders               

of preceding inventors" (467).   100

99 F. K. Beier, R. Moufang "Patentability of Human Genes and Living Organisms: Principles of               

a Possible International Understanding" in F. Vogel, R. Grunwald Patenting of Human Genes and              

Living Organisms (1994) 205, 209. 

100 Schonmann, Ady. "From Make Believe to Doomsday Eve: Or Should We Patent Genes."              

Med. & L. 17 (1998): 455. 
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In a way, however, the position that biopatents are necessary to encourage and             

support innovation in biotechnology circumvents this issue entirely. By claiming that the            

abolition of patent law’s reward scheme would have negative social and economic            

consequences so dire that they must persist, arguments expressing a concern to preserve             

innovation accordingly draw focus away from the issue of how innovation is incentivized.             

Instead, property claims justified in welfare-maximization theory posit that an economic           

and social framework without patent protections would be conducive to and even            

promote the exploitation of those investing in costly research and development. Without            

patent protections, so this consequentialist incentive rationale goes, competitors would          

likely copy and undersell the products of those investments, unburdened by the need to              

recoup any associated costs. Stated otherwise, the ability to claim patent protection on             

living biotechnologies outweighs any and all other considerations by virtue of its social             

utility in supporting innovation entirely: without the promise of a return on their             

investments in labor, capital, and time, scientists and engineers are purportedly less            

likely to produce novel bacterial strains and transgenic research tools because of the             

market advantage competitors are capable of exploiting. Without incentive, innovation          

ceases. 

Accepting the consequentialist incentive rationale’s determination that the social         

utility of our patent system is this instrumental in driving innovation, I hold, neglects              

central features of how reward theory proposes property protections. In this vein, note             

that there are considerable ways in which patent practices may actually detract from             

rather than promote innovation, an example of which comes in the form of the              

partnership between Harvard and DuPont in developing the oncomouse. Instead of           

making the oncomouse’s constructed HRAS gene openly accessible for any and all cancer             
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researchers to use, DuPont gated its access behind a for-profit structure. The social good              

is secondary under such a scheme—improving existing social conditions and          

contributing to a body of knowledge are not necessarily paramount corporate           

concerns—and the end result of limiting access to the HRAS gene is an insult to scientific                

cooperation which may actually slow innovation rather than promote it. An interesting            

return to the trade secret scheme discussed in tracing the history of our patent system’s               

development notwithstanding, this example additionally elucidates that, contra reward         

theory, the patent itself is not intrinsically valuable for scientists and engineers            

responsible for innovating new technologies and products. Economic protections that          

patent claims provide in the form of establishing property rights according to labor or              

welfare-maximization theory instead incentivize innovation. In this way, a more          

complete functional characterization of our patent system is provided by considering           

reward theory as it operates in tandem with welfare-maximization theory than is initially             

available when considering either alone.  

My more significant point here is that it seems social utility as iterated in              

welfare-maximization theory is incompatible with the goal of our patent system as            

indicated in the prior evaluation of reward theory—with the express purpose of            

promoting the progress of the arts and sciences. Even if the end result of establishing               

property rights is consistent with both, patent claims over the oncomouse illustrate this             

incompatibility, all the while clarifying the problematic sense in which biopatents in            

particular establish property rights. To elucidate this claim and further characterize that            

sense as morally objectionable, the next section of this chapter introduces Kitch’s            

prospect theory. More precisely, I draw upon Kitch’s analogy between patents and            

prospecting for two purposes: first, to clarify how each of the legal theories of property               
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discussed to this point depend on some exclusionary character of property; and second             

to extend that sense of ownership beyond being limited to legal consideration of             

property. As this analysis argues that our patent system as it currently operates is              

unequipped to consider information encoded by genetic material as subject matter, I will             

further claim that this aspect of ownership rhetoric even more generally fails to recognize              

the relationship a being has to their genes. 

 

4. PROSPECT THEORY 

So far, this chapter has critically assessed legal theories of property and arguments             

against their application to living material commonly cited in mainstream discourse of            

biotechnology policy and ethics. Specifically, labor theory’s application to living material           

is rejected on the basis that it commodifies life by conceptualizing organisms as tools,              

rooted in the history of patent law to define our relationship to mechanical devices;              

welfare-maximization theory is rejected along the lines of prevailing critiques of           

utilitarianism as an ethical theory in general, "broken down into two separate yet related              

inquiries: (1) how to define welfare and (2) how to aggregate that welfare, once defined"               

(21). This section aims to identify a basic feature of property rights common to all of                101

these theories to clarify an essential function of our patent system.  

Building on the previous chapter’s examination of patent practices generally, I will            

argue that the exclusionary nature of these theories of property as used to justify patent               

claims is especially morally significant when those claims concern biological material as            

subject matter. To that end, this section draws upon Kitch’s institutional analogy            

101 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 
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between the patent system and mineral claims as developed in the American West during              

the latter half of the nineteenth century to illustrate that patents have an exclusionary              

function inherent to but not explicitly indicated by any of the previously discussed major              

legal theories of property. My argument will develop in subsequent sections to detail             102

how this exclusionary quality renders property as a paradigm justifying the           

establishment our patent system inadequate in preserving the unique relationship of a            

being to its genes. First, it is necessary to describe more concretely the exclusionary              

function of patent claims and its role in promoting competition, a task I approach from               

the previous section’s analysis of the oncomouse case.  

The patent claims granted to Harvard and DuPont did more than merely reward the              

labor of scientists and engineers responsible for developing the oncomouse or maximize            

social welfare by incentivizing innovation. In fact, the way these ends were achieved             

required staking a claim of ownership that limited access and use of information. In              

doing so, these patents exhibit a function not previously discussed explicitly in detailing             

the other major theories of property cited in this section. This exclusionary function is a               

fundamental component of property as conceived by our patent system. To make this             

102 In the interest of clarity and conciseness, I do not provide a complete, systematic review or                 

analysis of all the elements Kitch proposes in detailing prospect theory. Instead, I utilize his               

institutional analogy between the patent system and mineral claims to describe exclusion as a              

central aspect of property, whether conceived legally or in our lay understanding of the term. 
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function clear, I turn to the institutional analogy Kitch offers in detailing his prospect              

theory of patents (271):  103

The mineral claim system that developed from custom, federal law, and judicial decision             

in the American West during the last half of the nineteenth century made it possible to                

pursue the two competing objectives of retaining government ownership of public lands            

while making it possible for private firms to efficiently find and extract the minerals they               

contained. In brief, the system that evolved permitted one who found mineralization on             

the public land to file a claim which gave him the exclusive right to develop the claim.  

Elements of previously discussed theories are immediately apparent in Kitch’s analogy,           

namely the initial consideration of nature as common property within the public domain             

only distinguished as private property following some labor. Drawing upon that notion of             

private property, Kitch focuses the remainder of his discussion of property rights hinging             

on exclusivity. This aspect of property as a paradigm deserves further consideration,            

particularly as later chapters will detail how this feature of property applied to biological              

material is morally problematic. To that end, consider Duffy’s analysis that a "valid             

mineral claim granted the right to preclude further prospecting within the scope of the              

claim" (455). My point here is that property traditionally conceived relies on some             104

notion of exclusive possession, useful when those objects of ownership are land or             

natural resources that reasonably can only belong to one or  another.  

103 Kitch, Edmund W. "The nature and function of the patent system." The Journal of Law                

and Economics  20.2 (1977): 265-290. 

104 Duffy, John F. "Rethinking the prospect theory of patents." The University of Chicago Law               

Review  (2004): 439-510. 
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Obviously, excluding rival parties from accessing these types of tangible property is            

an essential responsibility of policy. Duffy identifies this nature of mineral claims in his              

analysis, acknowledging that historically they "conveyed the exclusive right of possession           

and enjoyment of the property within the bounds of the claim, and the claimant could               

enforce those rights against others, by actions of trespass and ejectment if necessary."             105

The salient point about possession and exclusion here is that the oncomouse claims as              

exerted by Harvard and DuPont treat their subject matter as an object of ownership to be                

held by either one party or another. Is it reasonable to assume this is in fact the                 

case—that use of the oncomouse precludes another from possession? I pose this question             

after claiming that biopatents like those governing the oncomouse operate in opposition            

to the goal of welfare-maximization to identify that property claims value information in             

the same way they value tangible goods.  

Moreover, I hold that this aspect of property as it operates in our patent system is                

common to both our legal and lay understandings of the property. Stated differently,             

even without reference to property as defined legally, the lay sense of property also              

contains some element of exclusion that makes its application to information encoded by             

genetic material morally problematic. For example, our lay understanding of property as            

used in proclaiming things as ours works to deny that others have the same relationship               

to those particular things: my car and land are things that I have the right to refuse                 

others accessing or using. In fact, Kitch’s analogy equates mineral claims and patent             

claims in exactly this way. By conceiving of both as staking ownership claims on subject               

matter, exclusion defines ownership in both legal and lay senses.  

105 Id . at 455. 
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Do we really have the same relationship to genes as we do our land and our                

belongings? Are they really ours in the same sense as property claims establish? In this               

section, I propose the institutional analogy Kitch offers in detailing prospect theory            

elucidates that exclusion is a central facet of property as conceived by the major theories               

of property previously detailed. The concern I iterate here is not reducible to a mere               

difference in tangible and intellectual property. If this were the case, the oncomouse             

claims would be limited to the organism itself. Rather, utility patents applied to living              

biotechnologies as subject matter exert aggressive ownership and property rights over           

organisms, inclusive of their parts as products, their specific uses or functions, and             

methods of their production. This means what is within the domain of ownership             106

under a utility patent is not merely limited to an organism itself. Instead, utility patents               

can establish property rights in particular traits and functions, not necessarily limited to             

particular species or organisms as the case under the PPA and PVPA. Harvard’s mouse              107

patent is, in all actuality, an oncomammal patent in the sense that Harvard and DuPont               

possess ownership rights and patent protection over any and all mammals with any             

similarly engineered and inducible cancer-causing gene systems.   108

I will revisit this aspect of patent claims in later chapters by discussing how              

conceiving of information as property neglects morally relevant features of the           

106 Baker, Eileen M. "Patents, Plants and Biotechnology-Policy and Law." W. St. UL Rev .              

14(1986): 529. 

107 Id . 

108 Marshall, Eliot. "DuPont ups ante on use of Harvard’s oncomouse." Science 296.5571             

(2002): 1212-1212. 
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relationship beings have to that information. With that goal in mind, this section claims              

that the exclusionary nature of property makes it an unsuitable paradigm by which to              

discuss information encoded by biological material. In making this argument, it is first             

necessary to consider how biological material is significantly information more so than a             

tangible good. I approach this task in the following chapter by addressing the popular              

sentiment that patenting organisms and genes are divorceable topics—that moral          

evaluation of patenting the oncomouse, for example, may occur outside of moral            

discourse pertaining to patenting the HRAS gene sequence—to argue that the           

exclusionary nature of property divorces beings from their genetic material in a morally             

significant way. Then, I propose that privacy as a paradigm more adequately preserves             

the unique relationship beings have to their genetic material.  
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III 

 

In this chapter, I argue that the application of property rights to genetic material              

faces problems at a more general level than previously discussed. Considering genetic            

material property mischaracterizes the relationship between a being and its genes in this             

fundamental manner: a being and its genes are not separable in a way that supports               

thinking of genes as a being’s property in either the legal or the ordinary, lay sense.  

To unpack this claim, I examine various ways of understanding the relation between             

a being and its genes. I rely on work by Nikolas Rose, for example, who argues that the                  

advancement of biotechnology has led to the "molecularization" of life. In short, this             

"molecularization" involves a reconceiving of life as a series of "sub-cellular" processes,            

centered on the "digital code written on the molecular structure of the chromosome." I              

argue that Rose’s account helps to explain the ideological shift in patent law proposed in               

the first chapter from a focus on genetic material itself to a focus on the information                

encoded within that material.  
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This shift supports a kind of commodification of genetic material through which            

genetic information is conceived of as property. The end result is a distortion of the               

relationship between a being and its genes. Our genetic information is not property to be               

owned, but is intimately connected to who we are. I introduce this concept by critiquing               

the prevailing sentiment that the practice of issuing patents in organisms is divorceable             

from that of gene patenting. I then explain why privacy rather than the paradigm of               

property seems to better explain our intuitions that our genetic material is uniquely ours              

and in that sense "belongs to us." 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BEING AND GENE 

 
Peter Lawler observes that "we naturally recoil from the idea that human bodies are              

natural resources to be mined" (64). Accordingly, Kitch’s use of a mining analogy             109

("prospect theory") to characterize the functions of patent law introduces a problematic            

rhetoric when applied to biological materials. This chapter moves beyond this concern            

over the legal definition of property to address the more general sense in which it is                

objectionable to apply property rights to genetic material. I begin by noting (1) the              

tendency in modern moral discourse of biopatenting to divorce the practice of patenting             

genes from patenting organisms in order to address "slippery slope" concerns that our             

patent practices as they govern living beings are likely to spiral into a dystopian future of                

human ownership.  110

109 Lawler, Peter Augustine. "Is the Body Property?" The New Atlantis  14 (2006): 62-72. 

110 With a general public no stranger to the trope of human ownership as portrayed by an                 

overwhelming amount of modern science fiction film and literature, it is important to note that a                

fear of moral decay spiraling into the depths of dystopia alone is insufficient to undermine the                

practice of biopatenting. These sorts of arguments are by no means exclusive to discussions in               

biopatent practices. For example, the ubiquity of the human-engineered, artificially intelligent           

machine spontaneously gaining sentience and "going rogue" in current ethical discussions of            

cognitive science likewise pervades our popular media. This trope in turn reifies itself in our               

moral discourse, demonstrating a feedback that has and likely will continue to influence popular              

perceptions of industrial biotechnology. Here, I do not aim to ground these kind of slippery slope                

arguments or claim that efforts to divorce the practice of patenting organisms from genes              
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Later in this chapter, I claim (2) that policy and biotechnology enable this separation              

by promoting an ideological shift in how we conceive of genetic material from merely              

being (B) sequences to (A) encoding information significant to defining who we are. I              

introduce this concept by addressing the popular sentiment that patenting genes and            

patenting organisms are divorceable practices for two reasons: first, to suggest that            

discussion of these two topics must occur together in order to adequately preserve the              

unique relationship between a being and its genes; and second, to illustrate how policy              

influences our moral discourse. From there, I (3) offer privacy as an alternative paradigm              

by which to consider information encoded by biological material, claiming that privacy            

more adequately preserves the relationship of a being to its genes. I conclude this              

chapter by (4) proposing that the interests preserved by citing privacy and property as              

paradigms are not mutually exclusive, which leads into the final chapter’s discussion of             

their compatibility. 

 

1. PATENTING ORGANISMS VERSUS SEQUENCES 

Efforts to divorce the practice of patenting organisms from the practice of patenting             

genes are elucidated by Paley’s distinction between the broad and narrow questions: the             

broad question being whether genetically altered organisms should be considered          

adequately address slippery slope concerns. Rather, I introduce this trend in moral discourse to              

make the relationship between a being and its genes visible, in the process claiming that our                

policy influences our morality in a significant way, evident in the feedback discussed here. 
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patentable; the narrow question whether partial gene sequences should be. The first            111

chapter considers the particular moral features pertinent to and differentiating gene           

patents from those relevant to issuing patents in entire organisms. This section instead             

considers if and how such a distinction is feasible, further questioning the value of              

accepting it in the context of ethical discussions pertaining to biopatenting. I explain that              

Paley’s distinction is intentionally phrased to avoid the complete isolation of one            

question from the other—that is, the broad question is not separate from but             

encompasses the narrow one. Likewise, organisms include their constituent parts (i.e.           

organs, cells, and genes) in a way that discussion of the narrow question without              

reference to its broader context misconstrues the unique sense in which an organism’s             

material is its own. 

I contend that this sense of property is unique from both its lay and legal definitions,                

the significance of which best exemplified by considering again the arguments from            

biocentrism, namely that patents inappropriately conceptualize organisms as utilities to          

our own ends. This position may prima facie seem to leave the practice of patenting               

genes out of the conversation. After all, genes are not living beings with goods of their                

own or possess the capacity to experience states of pleasure and pain; however, genes are               

also not inert, atomic building blocks of organisms. Just as a scientific definition             

functionally contextualizes genes by their products, I hold that proper functioning and            

even the ability to experience emotional states are bestowed by genetic material. To draw              

111 E.R. Paley "Rethinking Utility: The Expediency of Granting Patent Protection to Partial             

cDNA Sequences" 44 Syracuse Law Review  (1993) 1003, 1006. 
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upon an example from Hettinger earlier offered, the development of a proper functioning             

water transport system and ability to photosynthesize are provided to a tree by             

functional gene products. 

From the view behind this lens, the sense in which an organism and its genetic               

material are intimately related may be obfuscated should our mainstream moral           

evaluations of modern practices in biopatenting divorce the narrow and broad questions.            

More practically, this concern can be iterated by considering for purposes of discussion             

two ostensibly different scenarios: DuPont and Harvard patenting the oncomouse;          

versus DuPont and Harvard patenting the HRAS gene sequence. What DuPont and            

Harvard created is obviously not the mouse as seen in nature, but more so the               

oncomouse by development of the cancer inducible gene system. Conceived this way, the             

relationship between the organism and its genetic material is redefined: functional gene            

products are made to the end of scientists and researchers, not to serve the organism               

itself. 

Rendering visible this new relationship of the genetically engineered organism to its            

genetic material makes considering the narrow question in the context of the broader             

one necessary, a claim supported by the first chapter’s overview of the Myriad litigation.              

The significance of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 sequences, after all, is not in their (B)               

chemical composition alone, but in their relationship to (A) information relevant to the             

way in which women possess those detected gene variants. The analogy in these             

examples lies in the fact that genetic material as we know it does not exhibit the features                 

of patentability without reference to their respective organisms, whether considered in           

terms or origin or target. Similarly, as Chakrabarty’s patent claims were justified by the              

compositions of matter argument regarding the utility of the engineered bacteria in            
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degrading oil spills, this section proposes that defining property as conceived in            

biopatent discussions relies on full consideration of the narrow question in the context of              

its broader significance. 

In this way, property is defined dynamically as Schonmann claims it should be—with             

reference to the nature of ownership claims characterized by the interests served by gene              

products rather than along the lines of tangible or intellectual property rights alone. This              

position seeks to justify patent claims or establish property rights in genetic material by              

acknowledging that the enterprise of genetic modification accordingly results in gene           

products that belong to organisms only by virtue of their physical location, as their              

functions adopt a new purpose defined by the efforts and intentions of the inventor. As               

far as the broad and narrow questions are concerned, presentation of this argument is              

included here solely to suggest that the two must occur together. The narrow question              

considers material that may satisfy the standards of patentability previously offered           

because the relationship of a being to that material is altered.  

Assume arguendo that a mouse seen in nature were to somehow gain the HRAS              

mutation responsible for the development of a cancerous phenotype in the same way the              

oncomouse does. Obviously, neither the event nor gene serve the interests of the mouse.              

This is to say that, unlike the adapted example offered from Hettinger, the HRAS gene               

provides the mouse with no functions equivalent or comparable to promoting survival in             

the manner that genes responsible for the tree’s ability to photosynthesize do. Rather,             

the purpose of considering this hypothetical naturally-occurring HRAS-expressing        

mouse is to contrast with the oncomouse, namely in that there are no efforts or               

intentions of an inventor at play. The argument that genetic engineering redefines the             

relationship between being and gene in a morally significant way straddles a line             
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between offering patent claims justified by property rights and teleology: where the            

efforts and intentions of the scientists and researchers responsible for the oncomouses’s            

development define its purpose for being, we cannot consider a naturally-occurring           

mouse spontaneously expressing a similar cancerous phenotype the same way—the          

naturally-occurring mouse is clearly not an invention as its new mutation serves no             

intended purpose. My point here is that the project of genetic engineering necessarily             

bestows upon its subject matter some purpose. In this way, nonnaturally-occurring living            

material is a technology, and its man-made origins as elucidated in the first chapter              

distinguish it from naturally-occurring material. This feature of genetic engineering is           

only made clear when the broad and narrow questions are considered concurrently.  

I do not offer the perspective that genetic engineering changes the relationship            

between a being and its genetic material to claim the ethical issues discussed to this point                

solved. Justifying patents on living material even in light of this acknowledgment, after             

all, remains susceptible to charges of utilizing organisms as tools rather than ends in              

themselves, in line with concerns previously offered from biocentrism. Instead, the           

purpose of such a proposal should be taken in the context of denying that the practices of                 

patenting organisms and sequences may be completely divorced. As Paley’s distinction           

refers to the former as the broad question and the latter the narrow question, I hold that                 

the relationship of an organism to its genes makes it impossible to discuss the narrow               

question without reference to the possible ramifications that may ensue in approaching            

the broad question.  

It seems to me that considering the product of genetic engineering solely at either the               

level of gene sequence or organism fails to recognize the character of the relationship a               

being has to its genetic material. Furthermore, this relationship is captured inadequately            
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by reference to either our lay or legal understandings of property. The remainder of this               

chapter further details the unique character of the relationship between a being and its              

genes. I begin with an examination of how genetic technologies and related advances in              

biotechnology produce a new relationship between a being and its genetic material to             

claim that patent law both enables and is enabled by this redefinition.  

 

2. POLICY, GENETIC MATERIAL & INFORMATION 

To frame the interplay between policy and the development of biomedicine as            

instrumental in producing a new relationship between a being and its genes, we will first               

turn to an explication of Foucault’s most basic injunction: a conception "of clinical             

settings not as they present themselves—as places of treatment and cure—but as scenes             

in which subjects are being created so as to fit into relations of power." Foucault               
112

conceived of power as necessarily rooted in social relationships, insisting that the word             

itself, power, should never stand alone. We should always refer to power in terms of its                

manifold relations, and, more specifically:   
113

[… N]either knowledge nor power can exist independently of the other. Knowledge            

depends on relationships of power inside and outside the scientific community in order to              

112 Frank, Arthur W., and Therese Jones. "Bioethics and the later Foucault." Journal of              

medical humanities  24.3 (2003): 179-186. 

113 Juritzen, Truls I., Harald Grimen, and Kristin Heggen. "Protecting vulnerable research            

participants: A Foucault-inspired analysis of ethics committees." Nursing Ethics  18.5 (2011):          

640-650. 
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‘become true’ knowledge. Conversely, power is increasingly exercised and legitimized in           

an alliance with science. Accordingly, Foucault argued that we should investigate the            

productive interconnection between power and knowledge, and stop conceiving of these           

phenomena as antagonists. 

If the goal of biomedical institutions is to maintain the health and well-being of the               

societies to which they belong, there is a certain amount of trust communities willingly              

place in establishments such as the clinic—trust that entails an exchange of currency in              

the form of power and control, namely over bodies, to biomedical institutions. This form              

of trust, as iterated in Foucault’s Birth of the Clinic, is justified epistemologically: the              

socially-perceived integrity of the biomedical sciences as reliable truth-seeking         

apparatuses is validated by evidence produced by the clinical gaze, a form of discourse              

that dissociates an individual’s identity from her or his body (xxi):  
114

This new structure is indicated—but not, of course, exhausted—by the minute but decisive             

change, whereby the question: ‘What is the matter with you?’, with which the             

eighteenth-century dialogue between doctor and patient began (a dialogue possessing its           

own grammar and style), was replaced by that other question: ‘Where does it hurt?’, in               

which we recognize the operation of the clinic and the principle of its entire discourse. 

As it applies to the research setting, "in relation to that which [s]he is suffering, the                

[subject] is only an external fact; the medical reading must take him into account only to                

place him in parentheses" (7). Foucault contends that the disunion forged by the             
115

clinical gaze is employed by biomedical science in the pursuit of knowledge of illnesses              

and diseases in the effort to generalize knowledge, for "if one wishes to know the illness                

114 Foucault, Michel. The birth of the clinic. Routledge, 2012. 

115 Id. at 7. 
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from which [s]he is suffering, one must subtract the individual, with [her] particular             

qualities." The qualities of the individual are removed through abstraction in the            
116

production of generalizable and generally applicable knowledge.  

Foucault further claims that "knowledge linked to power not only assumes the            

authority of ‘the truth’ but has the power to make itself true" —clinical findings are              117

compelling by virtue of their scientific basis of establishment broadly since "the exercise             

of power perpetually creates knowledge and, conversely, knowledge constantly induces          

effects of power (52)—and the pursuit of objectively generalizable knowledge requires           

some level of abstraction from individual persons with identities and social positioning            

for application. For example, drugs and medical treatments that utilize the knowledge            
118

provided by research are not created with particularities involving individual patient           

identities in mind. Instead, they are mass produced, targeting demographics defined by            

afflicted illnesses and diseases. Through this abstractive process, targeted populations          

are homogenized or normalized by the application of scientific knowledge obtained via            

the process of research (184):  
119

The power of normalization imposes homogeneity; but it individualizes by making it            

possible to measure gaps, to determine levels, to fix specialties and to render the              

differences useful by fitting them to one another. 

116 Id. at 15. 

117 Id. at 27. 

118 Foucault, Michel. Power/knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings, 1972-1977.         

Pantheon, 1980. 

119 Foucault, Michel. Discipline and punish: The birth of the prison. Vintage, 1977. 
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Treatments developed by the process of research themselves embody an extended           

form of the clinical gaze, then, as the objectification of populations as bodies occupied by               

diseases or illnesses dissociates identities from their respective bodies, and even the            

deployment of such normalized treatment procedures to patients are backed by this            

power/knowledge articulation when contemporary medicine labels undesired       

consequences of these treatment procedures as side effects. The clinical establishment           

considers these effects secondary insofar as they coincide with administered treatments,           

mapping these differential outcomes to normalized groups defined by disease, thereby           

"rendering the differences useful."   
120

In his essay "The Politics of Life Itself," Nikolas Rose traces further the             121

phenomenon of biological existence entering the realm of governance by policy,           

beginning with a departure from Foucault’s clinical gaze as the prime product of and              

instrument in generating biomedical knowledge from the human body:  122

The body that 20th century medicine inherited from the 19th century was visualized via a               

clinical gaze, as it appeared in the hospital, on the dissection table and inscribed in the                

anatomical atlas. The body was a vital living system, or a system of systems. The skin                

enclosed a ‘natural’ volume of functionally interconnected organs, tissues, functions,          

controls, feedbacks, reflexes, rhythms, circulations and so forth. This unified clinical body            

was located within a social body [...].  

120 Id . at 184. 

121 Rose, Nikolas. The politics of life itself: Biomedicine, power, and subjectivity in the              

twenty-first century. Princeton University Press, 2009.  

122 Id. at 13-14. 
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Foucault’s description of the clinical gaze reflects an epistemic shift that took place             

around the eighteenth century. Rose’s project instead concerns the genetic body as a             

product of the advancement of biotechnology, significantly through a process defined           

"molecularization:"   123

The genetic body differs on all counts from this eugenic body. Most notably, it is               

conceived on a different scale. In the 1930s, biology came to visualize life phenomena at               

the submicroscopic region–between 10-6 and 10-7 cm. Life, that is to say, was             

molecularized. This molecularization was not merely a matter of the framing of            

explanations at the molecular level. Nor was it simply a matter of the use of artifacts                

fabricated at the molecular level. It was a reorganization of the gaze of the life sciences,                

their institutions, procedures, instruments, spaces of operation and forms of          

capitalization. 

Rose’s concept of molecularization is relevant to the discussion at hand more poignantly             

than merely illustrating the advancement of biotechnology. Instead, molecularization is a           

product of that advancement which changes the way biological research is conducted as             

much as it creates an economic space for biology. More specifically, molecularization            

enables socially-established free market mechanisms to manage biological material, and          

it is in this process that property claims established by patent law extend toward living               

subject matter. For example, cell lines extracted from human bodies and then patented             

as per the Moore case place tissue directly into an economic framework, denying a claim               

to traditionally conceived property as enabled by our new understanding of biology and             

justified by our legal definition of property.  

123 Id . at 13-14. 
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The effects of this phenomenon are not limited to a change in subject matter, but also                

include a change in the ways we consider that subject matter. In detailing this claim,               

consider Rose’s further description of molecularization as follows:   124

[...] Life was imagined as sub-cellular processes and events, controlled by a genome which              

is neither diagram nor blueprint but a digital code written on the molecular structure of               

the chromosome. This is ‘the language of life’ that contains ‘the digital instructions’ that              

make us what we are. 

Technological and scientific progress shift the goals of biomedicine from definition by an             

anatomical or systems-based view of the body to a cellular and genetic one.             

Simultaneously, public policy situates the genetic body produced by this conceptual           

transition within an economic framework—that is, as political "strategies [take] their           

character from this way of linking the individual and the social body[,]" a change in the                125

nature of public policy is enabled by the advancement of biotechnology: not only from              

governing bodies to governing its cellular and subcellular parts as Rose states but also, I               

argue, from governing biological material to governing biological information. Even          

further, this new scope of policy situates patent law to justify considering biological             

information as property conceptualized legally.  

Put another way, advances in modern genetics and molecular biology have changed            

the way we conceive biological material understood as or in relation to property. This              

claim can be understood in the context of the previously provided distinction between             

DNA conceptualized as (B) merely a chemical composition and (A) necessarily linked to             

information. In the transition from understanding DNA (B) materially to, as Rose            

124 Id. at 13-14. 

125 Id . at 13-14. 
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iterates, (A) containing an instructional molecular code, biological matter is transformed           

into information that can be bought, sold, and owned as property. In the process, law               

and policy broaden their scope from being limited to considering tangible, physical            

biological property to being capable of governing biological information.  

It is in this context that patent law governing living material can be understood as a                

technology in itself. Foucault argued that mechanisms of power underlying          

contemporary forms of government have historically shifted toward regulating the          

biological existences of populations in the interest of capitalist production. For Foucault,            

law or policy is initially imposed upon a society from a position of power, becoming               

increasingly internalized as subjects or citizens gradually acquiesce to subtle          

expectations and conventions. Eventually, "the basic biological features of the human           

species [become] the object of a political strategy, of a general strategy of power, or, in                

other words [...] starting from the 18th century, modern Western societies took on board              

the fundamental biological fact that human beings are a species" (1-4).   126

By my interpretation, we see this in patent law as it includes living materials within               

its scope: the gradual introduction of incremental regulations; the separation of humans            

as non-patentable subject matter based on species; and the justificatory rationale           

employed for sustaining patent protections are all consistent with the interest of capital             

accumulation. More importantly, the incremental approach to policy decisions regarding          

the patentability of living material—patent now and deal with the ethical questions or             

126 Michel Foucault: Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France            

1977–1978. 
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ramifications later—"predisposes public policy toward accepting the status quo," (x)          127

and any pretense to moral neutrality in our policy decisions moving forward is therefore              

debatable since the gradual introduction of rules, regulations, and expectations leads to            

their internalization within our sociocultural morality. Our laws and policies reflect           

norms, but not necessarily ones they always should, especially if this relationship indeed             

exists between policy and our morality. The next chapter concludes this project by             

illustrating the significance of a reciprocal relationship (in which policy is situated to             

protect our moral intuitions). First, having framed genetic material as linked to            

information through Rose’s molecularization along with its commodification by policy,          

the following section details the concern that policy and advancements in biotechnology            

are together capable of influencing our public morality, particularly as exhibited by            

efforts to divorce discussions regarding the moral permissibility of patenting organisms           

from that of patenting genes as referenced in the previous section. 

 

3. SOURCES OF MATERIAL, PROPERTY & PRIVACY 

When cells and tissues gain the capacity to be engineered through the application of              

knowledge produced through research, the sphere of exercisable clinical power extends.           

Recall Foucault’s power/knowledge articulation as described in the previous section and           

consider again the case of Moore v. Regents of California (1990) in which Moore was               

denied royalties for a cell line derived from his spleen—the gaze that dissociates Moore              

from his own cells is a product of modern biomedical research, or more formally the               

127 Elliott, Carl, et al. Ethical issues associated with the patenting of higher life forms .               

Westminster Institute for Ethics and Human Values, 1997. 
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molecularization of life and the capitalist framework this power/knowledge inherently          

functions within. We need not limit our examination of life’s molecularization to the             

clinical establishment broadly. Within the relationship between researchers at the          

University of California and John Moore, the court’s decision that "[the cells are] no              

more unique to Moore than the number of vertebrae in the spine or the chemical formula                

of hemoglobin" personifies not only a sociocultural attitude informed by this           
128

power/knowledge articulation, but also the generalization that occurs within the process           

of research itself—that is, the abstractive process that functions in the context of research              

operates at a more obtuse level now: to divorce a subject’s body from her or his identity                 

from her or his own molecular or cellular makeup.  

Dominant discourses in evaluations of patenting living subject matter largely suggest           

that economic interests outweigh potential ethical concerns. While reward, labor,          

welfare-maximization, and prospect theories all define a role and meaning of property,            

accepting these justifications for how patent law governs genetic material belittles the            

relationship of a being to the information encoded by that material. To this point, I have                

critically assessed concepts of property offered by legal theory. This section builds on             

those analyses in conjunction with the previous discussion regarding both          

molecularization as a process by which genetic material is transformed into information            

and the susceptibility of our public morality to policy governing that information in two              

ways: first, by clarifying the use of ownership and property rhetoric as used by              

contributors of genetic material in a lay sense; and second by acknowledging the             

128 Moore v. Regents of University of California, 793 P.2d 479, 51 Cal. 3d 120, 271 Cal. Rptr.                  

146 (1990). 
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asymmetry in legal protections of genetic information offered by patent law to            

researchers versus those who provide genetic material. 

Recall the claim that the process of molecularization affects life science institutions            

by changing their scope of subject matter to include cellular and genetic material. The              

resultant transformation of biological material from its physical, tangible form to its            

modern conceptualization as an information-encoding structure is noteworthy in the          

following way: by its very nature, genetic information is intangible. In this respect, it is               

"distinct from the genetic material from which it is derived," (28) as Roberts identifies,              129

and "despite potential ownership claims associated with genetic material, [...] ownership           

of genetic information [...] is both more manageable and more valuable." In fact, the              130

intimate relationship between a being and the information encoded by their genetic            

material as revealed in the earlier discussion regarding Myriad is based on this perceived              

value. Practically, genetic information in this case was deemed capable of indicating            

reproductive risks and disease proclivities in a way that makes it pertinent to the              131

present as well as the future.   132

More philosophical reflections construe genetic information as central to a sense of            

self, beginning with the claims that "[g]enes and the information they contain are             

129 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

130 Id . at 29. 

131 Suter, Sonia M. "Disentangling privacy from property: toward a deeper understanding of             

genetic privacy." Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 72 (2003): 737. 

132 Spinello, Richard A. "Property rights in genetic information." Ethics and information            

technology 6.1 (2004): 29-42. 
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fundamental building blocks of a people’s identity" and similarly that "[t]here is no             133

information more personal and private, than an individual’s genetic information"          

because it "defines who we are as individuals both physically and mentally[...]."            134

Senator Domenici echoed this sentiment before the Senate by referring to the human             

genome as "a blueprint containing the most personal and most private information that             

any human being can have," further describing genetic information as "the essence of our              

individuality."  135

From this perspective, it is not unreasonable that an individual would consider            

genetic information uniquely "theirs," an intuition Suter confirms in stating "our           136137

133 Kara Ching, Indigenous Self-Determination in an Age of Genetic Patenting: Recognizing            

an Emerging Human Rights Norm , 66 Fordham L. Rev. 687, 687 (1997). 

134 Deborah L. McLochlin, Whose Genetic Information Is It Anyway? A Legal Analysis of the               

Effects that Mapping the Human Genome Will Have on Privacy Rights and Genetic             

Discrimination, 19 J. Comp. & Info. L. 609, 609 (2001). 

135 Jeffery Lawrence Weeden, Genetic Liberty, Genetic Property: Protecting Genetic          

Information, 4 Ave Maria L. Rev. 611, 639-42 (2006), quoting 151 Cong. Rec. S1595, 1595 (daily                

ed. Feb. 17, 2005) (statement of Sen. Domenici). 

136 Suter, Sonia M. "Disentangling privacy from property: toward a deeper understanding of             

genetic privacy." Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 72 (2003): 737. 

137 In fact, Allen claims it is more than reasonable to assume: ‘If DNA is the human essence …                   

it arguably ought to belong to the individual from whom it was ultimately derived.’" Anita L.                

Allen, Genetic Privacy: Emerging Concepts and Values, in Genetic Secrets: Protecting Privacy            

and Confidentiality in the Genetic Era 31, 49 (Mark A. Rothstein ed., 1997). 
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genetic information is about us, and it is deeply connected to our sense of ourselves."               138

The rhetoric employed in defining this relationship should be clearly problematic by this             

point. Through conveying this admittedly more philosophical connection we have to the            

information contained within our genetic material, we undoubtedly make claims to           

ownership. If the intent in doing so is not to invoke the finer points of property law, we                  

must consider the arguments favoring construction of genetic information as a property            

of the source of genetic material.  

Essentially, these arguments typically fit within frameworks either emphasizing         

equity or autonomy: lines of reason based in equity object to the ability of third parties                

such as biotechnology companies and researchers to enjoy property rights in a person’s             

genetic material and corresponding information on the basis that individuals as sources            

of that material have no legally recognized interest; arguments from autonomy aver            139

that privacy as a paradigm inadequately protects the interests of contributors in            

controlling access to and use of their material’s information, suggesting ownership in its             

place. From here, it is necessary to consider how privacy provides a paradigm for              

protecting the interests of contributors. Advocates of privacy in this context emphasize            

the interests of identity and personhood as they seem to be expressed in detailing the               

unique character of the relationship between a being and their genetic material.            140

Stemming from the belief that property preferentially protects economic interests,          

138 Suter, Sonia M. "Disentangling privacy from property: toward a deeper understanding of             

genetic privacy." Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 72 (2003): 737. 

139 Id . 

140 Id . 
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privacy instead focuses on bodily integrity, dignity, and autonomy. These moral           141

interests are emphasized in citing privacy rather than property in order to protect the              

source of genetic material on the basis that its contained information is connected             

enough to personal identity to merit particular consideration. In this way, privacy aims             

to protect the philosophical concerns previously iterated, additionally avoiding the          

pitfalls of having to define the sense of property justifying protection. For example, as              

Roberts notes and "[a]s mentioned, genetic information is not tangible. This lack of             

tangibility means that in some respects it is not rivalrous: [a]n individual maintains the              

full complement of her genetic information even if a biotech company has that             

information stored in a database." (33) Thus, privacy addresses concerns previously           142

expressed about the exclusionary character of property protections. 

The discussion offered so far has claimed genetic material is transformed through            

molecularization into information, substantially in the way it permits policy to regard            

and govern biological material. Specifically, I argue that patent law functions as one such              

policy in the way it considers the value of genetic material intangibly—that is, property              143

141 Id . 

142 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

143 Here, discussion of Foucault as previously provided serves to claim that, by asymmetrically              

emphasizing the interests of biotechnology companies and researchers at the expense of the rights              

of individual sources of genetic material, our current practices in biopatenting are harmful in two               

ways: first, in its lack of consideration for contributors of genetic material; second, values              

reflected by policy may affect our public morality by undermining our perceived connection to              

genetic material. 
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rights are legally directed toward genetic material as information, in the process            

undermining the relationship individuals contributing that material may have to the           

information contained therein. Furthermore, as Rao identifies, the rights justified from           

property claims are applied inconsistently at best when they concern biological material            

to the effect that policy offers an asymmetric protection of that material as property              

(376):  144

Intangible intellectual property in the body, such as a gene patent or a cell line, receives                

much more protection than physical body parts. The "inventor" or "discoverer" of            

intellectual property in the body is granted broad protection that extends across space             

and time, unlike the individuals who are seen as supplying the "raw materials"—e.g., the              

blood, tissue, and other body parts necessary to conduct such research. 

Abandoning the paradigm of property in favor of citing privacy to appropriately value             

the being:gene relationship aims to preserve the interests of sources from which that             

material is derived. In doing so, claims to genetic information on the basis of privacy are                

pitted against property claims. This is to say that, from the perspective of privacy, an               

organism and its biological material are indivisible, while the property paradigm           

distinguishes the organism and its biological material in claiming the former owns the             

latter.  

Stated differently, under property theory, biological material is separable from its           

owner. By contrast, privacy paradigms propose that an organism and its constituent            

parts are intricately connected in a way that makes their division much more difficult to               

conceive. As the pivotal difference between these paradigms allowing for this distinction            

144 Rao, Radhika. "Genes and spleens: property, contract, or privacy rights in the human              

body?" (2007): 371-382. 
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seems to be the element of transfer, which paradigm we adopt may depend on our               145

intentions in moral discourse and in proposing policy—preserving the integrity of beings            

without allowing rights over those beings and their material to be given to others should               

prioritize rhetoric emphasizing privacy, while application of property theories is both           

enabled by and enables segregation of organisms from their biological components           

through molecularization and policy; however, to make the claim that the concept of             

privacy more accurately conveys the unique character of the relationship a being has to              

their genetic information than the rules of property do, the interests associated with             

privacy previously alluded to must be more explicitly defined. The next section further             

details how the paradigm of privacy protects bodily integrity as a foundation for the final               

chapter’s claim that privacy and property are compatible with one another. 

 

4. LINKING PRIVACY & PROPERTY VIA BODILY INTEGRITY 

As acknowledged in the previous section, privacy is typically offered as an alternative             

to property with the intention of promoting autonomy for contributors of biological            

material. Privacy’s value is obviously not limited to this context. The intersections of             

biomedical ethics and policy contain numerous autonomy issues worth considering from           

behind the lenses of both privacy and property. Juxtaposing these paradigms makes            

their distinct modes of justifying rights clear. For example, laws prohibiting abortion and             

contraception are not generally framed as transactions warranting compensation or          

payment, nor are they properly described as abductions of bodily property per se. Where              

property is defined as a "bundle of rights" people have either in tangible or intangible               

145  Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 
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matter, privacy correspondingly may be best described as the aggregate of personal            

interests associated with a moral concern for autonomy. In fact, under constitutional            

law, privacy protects autonomy in guaranteeing rights to bodily integrity.   146

Understanding privacy and its relevance to the discussion at hand, then, requires            

consideration of this right, particularly since the philosophical concerns previously          

iterated in justifying the connection beings have to their genetic material seem to stem              

from the notion of bodily integrity. In general, this right "includes the protection of the               

individual from physical harm, subjection to painful treatments, from the unconsented           

removal of physical samples of one’s body, and to some extent from being touched by               

and exposed to others" (98) predicated on the idea that living material comprises that              147

individual in a morally significant way. Herring and Wall identify as much in defining              148

the right to bodily integrity as "the right to exclude all others from the body, which                

enables a person to have his or her body whole and intact and free from physical                

interference." (581)  149

146 See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S. Ct. 705, 35 L. Ed. 2d 147 (1973). 

147 Beckman, Ludvig. "Democracy and genetic privacy: The value of bodily integrity."            

Medicine, Health Care and Philosophy 8.1 (2005): 97-103. 

148 Herring, Jonathan, and Jesse Wall. "The nature and significance of the right to bodily               

integrity." The Cambridge Law Journal 76.3 (2017): 566-588. 

149 Id . at 566. 
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This point merits clarification. Herring and Wall continue by recognizing that the            

concept of bodily integrity "is often elided with autonomy in the case law and the               

academic literature"  to introduce the following distinction: 150

The value of autonomy [includes] general negative duties of non-interference or positive            

obligations to secure for another access to a range of morally valuable options. Bodily              

autonomy therefore protects a person's capacity to make his or her own decisions in              

relation to his or her body. The right to bodily integrity is conceptually different. It               

provides for a person's exclusive use and control over his or her body. 

This is to say that a concern with bodily integrity imposes actionable duties because the               

body and its contents are integrated in a meaningful way. Here, I argue that there are                151

two relevant senses of this right’s definition: a right to bodily integrity as directed toward               

genetic material and its corresponding encoded information must include in its           

definition protection of both (B) physical and (A) informational aspects of processes            

involved in the acquisition of that material as well as the (A) information encoded by               

that (B) material. To that end, note that the previously cited legal structure of "the right                

to bodily integrity is exclusive in the sense that it entails power to exclude all others from                 

the body. In this way, the right to bodily integrity is akin to a property right [...]" in                  152

protecting (B) physical genetic material. By rooting that protection in the paradigm of             

150 Id . at 575. 

151 My concern about popular responses to slippery slope examples in moral discourse of gene               

patenting previously stated (particularly in forms that divorce the practice of patenting genes             

from patenting organisms) identifies the being:gene relationship as morally significant to           

preserve this integration. 

152 Id . at 580. 
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privacy, the body and its material are initially conceived more along the lines of our lay                

understanding of the sense in which our bodies and its contents are ours.  

Otherwise stated, in considering bodily integrity as a value protected by privacy, we             

approach a more robust understanding of how biological material is conceivably ours . As             

Rao puts it (389):   153

Accordingly, if property consists of a "bundle of rights" possessed by persons relative to              

objects, privacy may similarly be characterized as a cluster of personal interests that             

encompasses the right to possess one’s own body and exclude others. Unlike property,             

however, privacy omits the right to use and the right to transfer; in their stead, privacy                

substitutes a "right to include" some individuals by joining with them in close personal              

relationships. 

We will later distinguish between exclusion as it functions within the paradigms of             

property and privacy. For now, note that an interest in preserving bodily integrity may be               

construed as referencing both property and privacy in its provided rights, protecting            

both the (B) spatial and (A) informational features of genetic material and its acquisition.              

This is not to ignore the definitions of property as established by patent law and derived                

from legal theory. Instead, I hold that the relevant interests previously alluded to are              

protected more appropriately when framed within privacy rather than conveyed as an            

ownership or property claim. 

In this sense, the interests served by privacy and property are convergent; however,             

the relationships they establish between a being and its genetic material diverge (as             

explicated in the previous section). Having envisioned bodily integrity as a link between             

153 Rao, Radhika. "Property, privacy, and the human body." BUL rev. 80 (2000): 359. 
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privacy and property, I propose that contextually-dependent application of these          

paradigms offers some solutions to the issues herein discussed. 
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IV 

Is there a sense in which privacy and property are not mutually exclusive in properly               

capturing the moral features of genetic material as both a technology and the chemical              

basis of life? This section proposes that property and privacy can be complementary             

paradigms by which to balance the values of legal theory as seen in patent law with a                 

concern for protecting the rights of contributors of genetic material. I argue here privacy              

and property are not mutually exclusive in two separate but related points: first, both of               

these paradigms secure similar interests; and second a balance between privacy and            

property protections more appropriately captures the divergent relationships between a          

being and its genetic material.  

While patent law relies on property theory to function, the relationship between an             

organism and its constituent parts is most appropriately preserved morally and legally by             

citing privacy. With these seemingly competing interests in mind, how rhetoric is            

employed in discourse and influenced by the advancement of biotechnology is imperative            

to consider. 
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COMPLEMENTING PARADIGMS & BALANCING POWERS 

 
Following the previous chapter's proposal that the goal of preserving bodily           

integrity may serve as a morally relevant link between the paradigms of property and              

privacy, I begin this section from Rao's evaluation of the convergence and divergence of              

these paradigms (364):  154

Regardless of the legal language that is employed, property and privacy constructions of             

the body converge to the extent that they secure identical interests—namely, the right to              

possess one's own body and the right to exclude others from it. The two diverge, however,                

in their concept of the relationship between the person and the body. Property envisions a               

person who "owns" and is thus distinct from his or her body, while privacy views the                

person as embodied and the body as personified. Under property theory the body is              

theoretically capable of separation from its "owner," whereas under privacy theory the            

two are indivisible and inextricably intertwined. The critical difference between these two            

conceptions of the body appears to turn upon the element of transfer. 

From this perspective, both privacy and property paradigms contain an element of            

exclusion. In detailing how legal theories of property necessarily rely on this feature, the              

second chapter focuses on prospect theory in staking prohibitive claims to information.            

This concept becomes particularly morally significant when genes are conceived of as            

legally valuable by virtue of (A) the information they contain—that is, not because they              

are (B) compositions of matter, but instead they have the capacity to transmit valuable              

information. For example, as Roberts observes, "[a]s a practical matter it is hard to keep               

track of all the physical genetic material that we discard. Every time we touch a               

154 Rao, Radhika. "Property, privacy, and the human body." BUL rev. 80 (2000): 359. 
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doorknob, drink from a glass, or shake a person's hand, we leave some trace of our                

genetic material. It seems strange to say we own all of that" (28).  155

Bodily integrity is a useful link between conceiving of genes as property and the              

information therein contained as uniquely ours because it emphasizes a link between a             

being and that material's information. Stated differently, genetic material isn't valuable           

to us because of its (B) physical features and extension simpliciter . Many of our moral               

reservations regarding legally considering genes property pertain to our connection to its            

(A) information. In this way, my argument focuses on "the ownership of genetic             

information because as an object of ownership it is both more manageable and more              

valuable." My position does not rely solely on some practical difficulties of enforcing a              156

legal consideration of genes as physical property, but instead focuses on how we             

determine the value of our genes, as introduced in the second chapter.  

This task is complex even if we alternatively rely solely on privacy. For instance, are               

we reasonably able to claim that our genetic information is ours given that our genetic               

codes may be overwhelmingly similar to those of our families? Do we own their              

information in the same way we conceive of our genes as uniquely belonging to us? In                

this section, I argue that we come closer to morally, legally, and scientifically sound              

principles if we deploy both privacy and property in a manner that preserves the              

relationship of a being to their genes. I proceed by (1) distinguishing the exclusionary              

nature of property and privacy claims more explicitly. Then, I (2) reflect upon how we               

may balance the interests of privacy and property, concluding with (3) a reflection on the               

155 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." 

156 Id . at 29. 
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role of our patent system in characterizing the being:gene relationship and determining            

its value in moral discourse. 

 

1. DIFFERENTIATING EXCLUSIVITIES 

A helpful starting point is Larissa Katz’s distinction between the exclusivity model            

and boundary approaches to ownership. In brief, Katz defines the boundary approach as             

"a model of ownership that emphasizes the owner’s right to exclude non-owners from the              

owned thing" (275). As the name implies, the boundary approach aims to detail             157

ownership rights stemming from "the owner’s power to decide who may cross the             

boundaries of the owned thing." Katz contrasts this exclusionary form of ownership            158

with her exclusivity model, identifying "a distinction between a right that is exclusive in              

the sense that it has the function of excluding others from the object of the right and one                  

that is exclusive in the sense that its holder occupies a special position that others do not                 

share." Stated differently, the exclusivity model holds "that owners are in a special             159

position to set the agenda for a resource"  while:  160 161

157 Katz, Larissa. "Exclusion and exclusivity in property law." University of Toronto Law             

Journal  58.3 (2008): 275-315. 

158 Id . at 275. 

159 Id . at 277. 

160 Id . at 278. 

161 Id . at 281. 
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Ownership, on an exclusion-based or boundary approach, is the product of a norm that              

protects the boundaries around an object so as to exclude the whole world but the owner.                

The owner controls access to the attributes of the resource within the boundaries, which              

are hers in virtue of the exclusion of others. An owner has, in effect, a gatekeeping                

function. 

In making Katz’s distinction between the exclusion-based and exclusivity approaches          

to ownership explicitly relevant to the discussion at hand, recall that the information             

encoded by genes is in many senses nonrivalrous: whether or not my relatives share              

some portion of that genetic code, it seems intuitive that my genes should be considered               

uniquely mine in a way that theirs cannot be. Roberts contrasts the intangible,             

nonrivalrous nature of genetic information with traditionally conceived property to          

illustrate this point (1168):  162

Unlike tracts of land, or even blood and hair, two different parties can have complete               

possession of the exact same genetic information at the same time and not inhibit the               

other party’s use. If a lab is analyzing my DNA for a study, my organs will still function,                  

my cells will still replicate, and I can still pursue my hopes and dreams. The intangible,                

nonrivalrous nature of genetic data makes it especially challenging to regulate. While a             

landowner can build a fence or a tollbooth, owners have more difficulty policing the use of                

genetic data, especially once it is in the hands of a third party. 

Certainly, this seems to be the case, as holding genetic information does not prevent              

others from expressing those traits or possessing that same code. In fact, the Myriad              

litigation discussed in the second chapter conceives of genes in a manner consistent with              

the exclusivity model. Women with histories of cancer were eventually deemed to occupy             

a special position to the information encoded by BRCA1 and BRCA2. That position             

162  Roberts, Jessica L. "Progressive Genetic Ownership." Notre Dame L. Rev. 93 (2017): 1105. 
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merits the right or privilege to set the agenda for the testing methods Myriad attempted               

to claim exclusionary ownership over.  

With these two forms of exclusivity outlined, it bears mentioning that the link             

between bodily integrity, privacy, and property suggested in the previous chapter can be             

supplemented with these distinct interpretations of exclusivity. If we accept that genes            

are most appropriately considered morally and legally significant because they are (A)            

information-encoding, we must acknowledge that information as nonrivalrous to the          

effect that ownership from exclusivity (rather than from the boundary approach)           

characterizes our moral intuitions. If, on the other hand, we conceive of genes as (B)               

compositions of matter, the boundary approach embedded in our patent system’s notion            

of property (as discussed in the second chapter) more readily applies. In other words, the               

right to autonomy over the body can be iterated similarly to a property right in its                

primary purpose to exclude unwanted physical contact (for example) along the lines of             

Katz’s boundary approach, while bodily integrity links this right to the paradigm of             

privacy in preserving the being:gene relationship: beings occupy a special position           

relative to their genes and the information therein contained more appropriately           

conveyed by ownership as exclusivity. By this interpretation, we are able to more             

completely consider genetic rights as concerning both biological material and that           

material’s information, producing moral imperatives to protect our genes as physical           

material and establish parameters for how the information contained within those genes            

are to be used.  

This section references Katz’s exclusivity model to refocus attention on this special            

position individuals have to their genes by summarizing my point that property as             

traditionally conceived in our patent system relies on a particular interpretation of            
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exclusion—one that is inconsistent with both our moral reservations and recent trends in             

case law . Katz’s exclusivity model identifies owners as occupying a special position that             

merits the right or privilege to set the agenda for a particular resource. The following               

section specifies that agenda as it relates to genetic information by acknowledging the             

significance of these divergent readings of exclusivity.  

 

2. BALANCING PRIVACY & PROPERTY 

This section departs from the legal theories of property discussed in the second             

chapter. If it is the case as I suggest that these theories misconstrue the being:gene               

relationship in a morally significant way, it is worth mentioning again that they do so by                

determining the value of genetic material economically. Gene patents in particular           

function to exclude parties from potentially important information, whether justified by           

an appeal to incentivizing innovation or rewarding the efforts of scientists and            

researchers. Thus, charges of commodification prove difficult to avoid under our current            

patent system. 

To this point, privacy has been cited as an alternative paradigm by which to correct               

the asymmetrical protections offered under our current scheme while preserving the           

unique character of the being:gene relationship; however, I hold that property and            

privacy are not diametrically opposed. Rather, I argue, these paradigms are compatible            

by virtue of securing an identical interest in preserving bodily integrity. Moreover, the             

ways these paradigms diverge in their definitions of exclusivity considers both the            

physical dimension of acquiring genetic material as well as the significance of the             

information therein contained. Where the boundary approach may exclude others from           
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accessing one’s body and its contents, the exclusivity model may more reasonably            

consider the nonrivalrous character of biological information contained within those          

physical boundaries.  

Together, for example, these paradigms protect the same interests sought by           

informed consent and hold promise for justifying protections over genetic data stored in             

biobanks. Privacy and property applied concurrently succeed in ways that our           

traditional, neoclassical notion of property do not, namely by addressing our patent            

system’s history of doctrinal and intuitive failures. Roberts summarizes these          

shortcomings as follows (1155):  163

Although neoclassical economics has enjoyed near unquestioned dominance as a theory           

of genetic ownership, it is incomplete both doctrinally and intuitively. On the doctrinal             

level, it cannot adequately explain why informed consent trumps even value-generating           

research to provide reasons for the increasing legal recognition of individual genetic            

ownership rights [...]. On an intuitive level, neoclassical economic theory offers an            

unsatisfying explanation of how people feel about owning and commercializing their           

genetic data.  

Conceiving of property protections as aligned with the interests secured by privacy more             

fully captures both the legal and ethical dimensions of biological material and            

information therein contained. 

Briefly, I begin with the acknowledgment that property as an idea and institution             

protects some particular underlying human values. Roberts identifies the role of appeals            

163 Roberts, Jessica L. "Progressive Genetic Ownership." Notre Dame L. Rev. 93 (2017): 1105. 
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to property generally by citing James Madison’s claim that "property stands in for broad              

constructions of value" (30):  164

In its larger and juster meaning, property embraces every thing to which a man may               

attach a value and have a right; and which leaves to every one else the like advantage. In                  

[a limited] sense, a man’s land, or merchandise, or money is called his property. In [a                

broader] sense, a man has property in his opinions and the free communication of them.               

He has a property of peculiar value in his religious opinions, and in the profession and                

practice dictated by them. He has property very dear to him in the safety and liberty of his                  

person. He has an equal property in the free use of his faculties and free choice of the                  

objects on which to employ them. In a word, as a man is said to have a right to his                    

property, he may be equally said to have a property in his rights. 

These values are at once unique and many—that is, "[b]ecause they relate to             

qualitatively distinct aspects of human experience, they cannot be adequately understood           

or analyzed through a single metric" (744). In other words, beginning from the notion              165

that policy is instituted to protect some core human values, recognizing that neoclassical             

property law merely protects economic interests is to say that we clearly appeal to              

additional paradigms in protecting our rights to our own bodies. Intuitively, conceiving            

of our bodies and its material as ours most commonly takes the form of a claim from the                  

lay sense of property, consistent with the boundary approach in excluding others from             

accessing our bodies and its contents. Framing moral concerns this way works if our              

164 Roberts, Jessica L. "Theories of Genetic Ownership." (quoting James Madison’s Property            

from 1792) 

165 Alexander, Gregory S., et al. "A statement of progressive property." Cornell L. Rev. 94               

(2008): 743. 
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reservations pertain solely to some physical matter, like organs or cells. On the other              

hand, protecting biological information encoded by that material is different in a way             

that I hold is more appropriately justified by an appeal to privacy. Ultimately, my point               

here is that protection of both of these dimensions of our biology is not properly               

captured by reference to rights in property or economic feasibility alone, as Roberts             

points out (1160):  166

[... I]ncorporat[ing] several different kinds of values [...] consequently avoids the           

concerns associated with using value-monist utilitarianism as its operative framework.          

For example, while informed consent rights are potentially costly, we have them to             

safeguard autonomy, privacy, and identity. [...] Similarly, the concerns about autonomy,           

privacy, and identity better explain why people believe they should own their genetic data              

or why they fear its commodification. 

By avoiding reliance solely on economic interests preserved by our patent system, moral             

discourse recognizing that the importance of genetic material lies in its ability to encode              

personally significant information "is thus superior to a value monist one in part because              

it better accounts for the complex interests at stake in genetic ownership, thereby             

offering justifications for informed consent, [...] intuitions of personal ownership, [and]           

fears of commodification."  167

Privacy protects genetic interests in a way that more fully captures the values             

appealed to in mainstream moral evaluations of gene patenting. By extension, appeals to             

privacy reasonably and appropriately allow for ownership of products of genetic           

engineering, fostering innovation by avoiding the exertion of exclusive ownership rights           

166 Roberts, Jessica L. "Progressive Genetic Ownership." Notre Dame L. Rev. 93 (2017): 1105. 

167 Id . at 1160. 
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while preserving bodily integrity. From this perspective, although privacy and property           

may diverge in their descriptions of the being:gene relationship, they work to secure             

common interests, namely in preserving autonomy and bodily integrity. 

 

3. POWER, POLICY & MORAL DISCOURSE 

This project has claimed that the body and its contents are inappropriately            

considered property as traditionally conceived. In doing so, I argue that, as Susanne             

Lettow claims in evaluating the need for a social theory of biocapitalism, we "should not               

focus on the ‘things’ in question – their specific biological properties, respectively their             

naturalness or artificiality. In contrast, what needs to be scrutinized are the social             

practices and relations through which body materials come to function as commodities            

or proto-commodities, and that constitute subjects as proprietors of their bodies and            

body materials" (13-14). Lettow continues by identifying that "[t]o a large extent the             168

difficulties that a critical theory of biocapitalism faces result from the fact that primary              

valorization refers to materials and processes which do not exist in unmediated ways but              

which are made accessible or generated only through techno-scientific procedures, and           

thus knowledge production and technological intervention[,]" pertinent to the discussion          

provided here because (as many scholars of social theory hold) value "is derived from              

knowledge which is enclosed as intellectual property." In other words, Lettow’s stated            169

168 Lettow, Susanne. "Biocapitalism." Krisis  2 (2018). 

169 Id. at 14. 
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requirements for the development of an adequate critical theory of biocapitalism mirror            

my intentions in this section:   170

A critique of biocapitalism thus has to do more than claim legal protection of labour,               

body, and nature. It needs to scrutinize all social relations that account for the              

production, circulation and consumption of bio-materials.  

I offer this equation in closing not to classify this project as a step toward fulfilling                

Lettow’s requirements. Instead, this section serves to claim that an analysis of power as              

provided here is valuable academically as much as it holds social value, especially if it is                

the case, as Howard Brody notes, that "the word power is essentially absent from the               

vocabulary that scholars of medical ethics have constructed for their discipline and that             

has been accepted by almost everyone who does work in the field or tries to apply                

medical-ethic insights to the clinical context" (19), despite the fact "that dissymetries of             
171

power are present in all medical exchanges: between well and sick, expert and             

non-expert, white and black—the list goes on[—and] these dissymetries are often masked            

in the language of academic medicine and public health." From there, I describe             
172

bioethics as a social practice both shaped by and capable of shaping these relations of               

power. 

In the previous chapter, I argue that patent law functions as a technology of power,               

utilizing the molecularization of life described by Rose as its means: advances in             

170 Id. at 14. 

171 Farmer, Paul. "Rethinking medical ethics: a view from below." Developing world           

bioethics  4.1 (2004): 17-41. 

172 Id. at 19. 
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biotechnology enabling human societies to alter the cellular and subcellular processes of            

life allow living material to enter the marketplace and be governed by legal policy. More               

profoundly, molecularization enables policy to influence how we view our relationship to            

those processes of life—that is, the power of our public policy to influence our moral               

sentiments arises not merely from the incremental introduction of new laws and            

regulations, but rather from a new view of biology produced by molecularization. In             

closing by revisiting this point, I consider Foucault's The Birth of the Clinic, particularly              

as it relates historically to the development of a political biomedical consciousness from             

the advancement of biotechnology and the sciences. 

In detailing his notion of biopower, Foucault historically traces the state's conditional            

provision of legal status to the medical profession as it began operating at the level of the                 

home and family. Initially serving state interests by providing its own form of             

surveillance, the field of biomedicine soon intensified its connection to the state: the             

epidemic as a phenomenon soon became a threat to the essential economic interests of              

the state, meriting its consideration as a national medical issue. This in turn allowed for               

"the definition of a political status for medicine and the constitution, at state level, of a                

medical consciousness whose constant task would be to provide information,          

supervision, and constraint, all of which 'relate as much to the police as to the field of                 

medicine proper'" (26).   173

This state interest in medicine as a means to preserve control over production             

occurred simultaneously with the technological advancements necessary for the         

development of a systematic, scientific field of inquiry. Stated differently, advancements           

173 Foucault, Michel. The Birth of the Clinic: an Archaeology of Medical Perception.             

Routledge, 2010. 
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in medical technology and the discipline's maturation as a knowledge-generating          

apparatus began to allow for human bodies to become the targets of power as the raw                

materials from which that knowledge is manufactured. According to Foucault, the           

establishment of the clinic permits this phenomenon, enabled by the epistemic shift            

previously discussed. That power is secured, reified, and reinforced through legal policy,            

inexorably linking the goals of science with those of the state.  

In turn, the content of our policy influences moral discourse subtly and            

incrementally, a point worth noting in the context of Rose’s proposal that modern             

political power takes the form of governing a genetic body: modern policy is no longer               

limited by a grossly anatomic or physiologic view of the body as biotechnology’s             

advancement permits life science institutions to envision life at a cellular or molecular             

level. This epistemic shift functions within a broader framework of power relations that             

are capable of influencing and even determining our ethical evaluations. In this section, I              

propose that reframing moral discourse by acknowledging a reciprocal power          

relationship (in which the interests and beliefs of a state’s citizens have the power to               

determine policy) is valuable in approaching resolution of the issues discussed to this             

point.  

My intention in providing this brief overview of Foucault's political biomedical           

consciousness is twofold: first, to close this project by alluding to Foucault's claim that              

the "medical gaze" as a product of and instrument in the knowledge-generating            

apparatus of biomedicine provides a foundational power asymmetry—one that takes its           

more modern form in Rose's molecularization; and second to propose that the very             

development of biomedicine as a field even prior to its industrialization occurred via the              

powers of the state. In these ways, our current economic frameworks, ideologies, and             
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practices afford distinctive forms of public control. More specifically, emphasizing          

"privatization and free trade as privileged modes of governance" allows for "the control             

and management of knowledge through patent law," thereby situating "patent law as a             

juridical tool and mechanism of neoliberalism where biological and genetic material are            

privatized for the development of capitalist production" (373).   174

Contra the American experience, the Canadian Patent Office (CPO) has explicitly           

stated a policy of refraining from granting patents on higher life forms (beyond bacterial              

microorganisms) based on an evaluation of existing Canadian case law. The Canadian            175

legal system has yet to encounter patent cases on transgenic animals, and debate             

regarding the ethical implications of establishing property rights in higher life forms has             

been limited. The hesitation expressed here pertains to including life within the domain             

of patent law, particularly considering its historical "equation of the public interest with             

the furtherance of commercial and industrial innovation" (74). The United States           176

cannot claim any sort of moral neutrality in sustaining our current patent system's             

treatment of living material. If it is the case that public policy functions in "reference to a                 

set of socially and culturally specific baseline assumptions that together define the            

174 Foster, Laura A. "Patents, biopolitics, and feminisms: Locating patent law struggles over             

breast cancer genes and the hoodia plant." International Journal of Cultural Property 19.3             

(2012): 371-400. 

175 Gold, E. Richard. "Biomedical patents and ethics: a Canadian solution." McGill LJ 45              

(2000): 413. 

176 Elliott, Carl, et al. Ethical issues associated with the patenting of higher life forms .               

Westminster Institute for Ethics and Human Values, 1997. 
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natural, the good and (perhaps most importantly) the normal," then, according to            177

Foucault, such policy is used to further normalize those it governs as a technology of               

power. 

Accordingly, I think we have a moral duty to question the principles that underlie our               

patenting practices as they apply to living material. In my view, there has been              

remarkably little public debate about the ethical acceptability of these patenting practices            

in both Canada and the United States. This shortcoming is more an opportunity than a               178

cause for concern: if nothing else, this project has aimed to propose that part of this lack                 

of attention stems from an unclear characterization of the relationship between beings            

and their genes. I hold that only through examining the purposes of our patent policies               

and the roots of our moral reservations can we engage in meaningful, principled             

discussion of these issues. The first step toward that end is determining how we value the                

material our policy appraises.  

With these reflections in mind, evaluating the sorts of policies discussed in this             

project as technologies of power is not to object to the establishment and exercise of               

power through policy more generally. In closing by acknowledging this point, I offer an              

example of policy informed by Foucault’s power/knowledge articulation in the          

asymmetry of power present between the clinical establishment and its subjects. That            

power is typically associated with the clinical establishment—its researchers and          

physicians in a considerably one-sided fashion—situates research ethics policy to          

177 Id . at 74. 

178 Id . 
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function by and large to mitigate this power differential, a responsibility assumed by the              

practice of informed consent (334):   
179

Indeed, the doctrine of informed consent was promulgated in 1957 in response to […] the               

introduction of new powerful diagnostic and treatment modalities, which promised great           

benefits but could also inflict considerable harm, [requiring] that patients be given a             

greater voice in the medical decision-making process.  

[…]  

In clinical research, on the other hand, patient-subjects are also being used for the ends of                

science. One cannot dismiss with impunity the implications of this difference. In these             

situations investigators are committed both to real, present patients and abstract, future            

patients. Individual patient-centered therapy gives way to a collective patient-centered          

endeavor in which the abstraction of the research question tends to objectify the             

person-patient. It does so to a significantly greater extent than in therapeutic            

interactions, even though similar problems of objectification arise in therapeutic settings           

when doctors attend too much to the disease of the body in the bed and not to the person                   

before them. [… T]he interests of a patient-subjects may yield to varying extents to the               

interests of science. This revolutionary development has not been accompanied by a            

thoroughgoing reexamination of physicians’ ethical obligations in a post-Hippocratic age. 

In this excerpt, Katz identifies the potential for therapeutic misconceptions to occur            

through the intended redistribution of power cited as the motivation for the procurement             

of informed consent, concluding "that a major problem which compromises the           

protection afforded to subjects of research resides in the obfuscation of the boundaries             

179 Coleman, Carl H., Jerry Menikoff, Jesse A. Goldner, and Efthimios Parasidis. The Ethics              

and Regulation of Research with Human Subjects. Print. 
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between clinical research and clinical practice." This therapeutic misconception         
180

becomes relevant to our primary discussion regarding power relations and their           

manifestations in the context of research in Katz’s Kantian formulation of           

patient-subjects as means to the end of generalizable knowledge. If the relationship            

between the patient-subject and physician-scientist is viewed from behind the lens of            

Foucault’s power/knowledge articulation, physician-scientists are rendered as agents        

with power by virtue of their knowledge; their moral decisions and actions justified by              

the production of knowledge as "the exercise of power perpetually creates knowledge            

and, conversely, knowledge constantly induces effects of power" (52).   
181

The system of power/knowledge evident in this relationship feeds back onto and into             

itself thusly, where informed consent operates to restore some amount of power to             

subjects through the provision of knowledge initially (and presumably) available only to            

the researcher, including but not limited to the fact that the teleology of participation in               

the study at hand is the production of generalizable knowledge, not treatment. If             

informed consent operates to mitigate the power asymmetry as herein described, it            

parsimoniously does so through an application of Foucault’s power/knowledge         

articulation: working to advance the subject’s autonomy is, by my reading, a matter of              

acknowledging the power asymmetry present in the relationship between the researcher           

and subject and subsequently redistributing power toward the subject through the           

provision of relevant medical knowledge and the acquisition of explicit permission.  

180 Id. at 335. 

181 Foucault, Michel. Power/knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings, 1972-1977.         

Pantheon, 1980. 
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Through Foucault’s power/knowledge articulation, it becomes clear that our modern          

conception of science and rationality as independent from relations and forces of power             

is a faulty one—that is, it is incorrect to assume, as tradition from the Enlightenment               

would posit, that scientific knowledge production develops and advances modernity only           

when free from the machinations of power (27):  
182

Perhaps, too, we should abandon a whole tradition that allows us to imagine that 

knowledge can exist only where the power relations are suspended and that knowledge 

can develop only outside its injunctions, its demands and its interests. Perhaps we should 

abandon the belief that power makes mad and that, by the same token, the renunciation 

of power is one of the conditions of knowledge. 

Indeed, it seems that conceptualizing research and the production of knowledge as a             

process dynamically, unavoidably, and dependently coexisting with the forces of power           

makes visible the structure that functions to moderate the relationship between the            

researcher and subject in the same way it paints patent law governing our biology. 

What this application of theory can provide bioethics, in my opinion, is context to              

acknowledge that power does not function solely within the confines of isolated            

relationships between researchers and subjects or physicians and patients—power and          

its manifold forms function systemically, rooted in the very mechanisms of knowledge            

production that carry them. Advocating for the acknowledgement that there is an            

important relationship between our policy (in the broader context of this work,            

particularly policy protecting intellectual property) and moral discourse, then, is a           

proposal that serves modern bioethics in an effort to socialize the problems that seem to               

often take the shape of insulated conflicts between two agents—one with and one without              

182 Foucault, Michel. Discipline and punish: The birth of the prison. Vintage, 1977. 
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power—integrating a broader social structure that these issues function in accordance           

with and within. 

There is a need, I argue, to integrate these types of analyses into our discussions of                

contemporary bioethics. In addressing the herein described "reticulated relationship         

between structure and agency," Farmer and Campos propose "that it is necessary to             

resocialize the problems at hand" by using the socializing disciplines (anthropology and            

the sociology of knowledge, particularly) to contextualize bioethics discussions in exactly           

this way (26). For example, if the atrocities of Tuskegee can teach us any lesson, it "is                 
183

that it may take decades for ethics to catch up with observations that come quite               

naturally to those marginalized by [forces of power] that are not often the subject of               

polite conversation within medical ethics." Foucault’s conception of power/knowledge,         
184

in my estimation, allows us to directly "point to the competing paradigms that have led               

important ethical dilemmas to remain invisible or little noted," and for this reason is              
185

essential to bioethics scholarship.  

It is with this utility of Foucault’s social theory supplemented with Rawls’s theory of              

justice that we may actually recontextualize how policy functions: as a technology of             

power protective of our public morality. In doing so, recall that Rawls’s theory of justice               

recognizes Foucault’s sentiment that policy and its underlying ideologies provide          

significant forms of public control. That power is enabled and determined by citizens of              

183 Farmer, Paul. "Rethinking medical ethics: a view from below." Developing world           

bioethics  4.1 (2004): 17-41. 

184 Id. at 33. 

185 Id. at 34. 
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the state. As I will claim here that a reflective equilibrium between our ethical              

evaluations and our legal policies define that power, note that along the same lines              

Foucault conceives of power as necessarily rooted in social relationships, insisting that            

all parties involved in relations of power possess, utilize, and exert that power uniquely              

and dynamically (98):   186

Power must be analyzed as something which circulates, or rather as something which             

only functions in the form of a chain. Power is employed and exercised through a net-like                

organization. And not only do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in              

the position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. In other words,            

individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application.  

My intention in identifying this sentiment as common to both Foucault’s analysis of             

power and Rawls’s theory of justice as fairness is to frame in closing policy as protective                

of the moral reservations and intuitions of a state’s citizens. For example, informed             

consent as previously described functions as a doctrine to uphold our concern for the              

potential effects of a significant power asymmetry. Rawls identifies this role for policy in              

detailing his theory of justice by claiming that our social contracts must reach a              187

reflective equilibrium with our generally held moral beliefs—that, by "going back and            

forth, sometimes altering the conditions of the contractual circumstances, at others           

withdrawing our judgments and conforming them to principle, [...]" we eventually arrive            

186 Foucault, Michel. Power/knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings, 1972-1977.         

Pantheon, 1980. 

187 Rawls, John. A Theory of Justice. Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2003.  
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at policy "that both expresses reasonable conditions and yields principles which match            

our considered judgments duly pruned and adjusted."  188

This state of affairs I refer to as reflective equilibrium. It is an equilibrium because at last                 

our principles and judgments coincide; and it is reflective since we know to what              

principles our judgments conform and the premises of their derivation. At the moment             

everything is in order. But this equilibrium is not necessarily stable. It is liable to be upset                 

by further examination of the conditions which should be imposed on the contractual             

situation and by particular cases which may lead us to revise our judgments.  189

This is to say that, should our moral intuitions not cohere with our policies, either our                

moral principles need to be reevaluated or we need to alter our policy to reflect more                

appropriately our underlying moral beliefs. From this perspective, the content of policy            

is (at least partially) determined by a public morality. How we frame our moral beliefs               

becomes an ethical endeavor, then, as the underlying principles cited in justifying those             

beliefs determine what values our policies seek to protect. Recognizing this role of legal              

policy in particular situates mainstream moral discourse with the power to affect            

political change, but it also demands we locate the particular principles aligned with our              

moral sentiments. It is not enough that we acknowledge that there is some sense in               

which our genetic material is uniquely ours —this relationship between our moral beliefs            

and our policy demands we specify how  before we let policy decide for us.  

188 See John Rawls, A Theory of Justice at 20-21 (1971). 

189 Id. at 18. 
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